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ABSTRACT
The effect of cattle grazing on understory shrub populations
in closed aspen forests on glacial till-derived soils in west-central
Saskatchewan was studied by sampling of existing fence-line contrasts.
Density of stems, stem heights, stem browse-impact classes and percent
cover were measured for each shrub species in the grazed and ungrazed
stands.

Preference ratings calculated from the browse-impact class

distributions in grazed and ungrazed stands indicated that the preferences of cattle and wild ungulates for browse species are very
similar, suggesting food competition.

Effects of cattle grazing on

understory composition were studied by arranging the grazed stands on
a gradient of increasing grazing impact, their positions determined
by the average amount of change in species-abundance (measured by
height-weighted density, i.e. density with each stem weighted by its
height} from the corresponding ungrazed stands. Plots of the various
measures against this gradient showed that mean stem-height declines
under all levels of grazing, whereas the density of a species usually
increases over part of the gradient before decreasing, suggesting that
increases are by increased natality which is coincident with increased
mortality of browsed stems.

In tenns of height-weighted density,

Viburnum edule decreases strongly under all levels of grazing,
Amelanchier alnifolia shows more moderate decreases, and Rubus strigosus,
Corylus cornuta, Rosa acicularis, Symphoricarpos albus, and Lonicera
iii

dioica increase over various portions of the gradient before declining
under heavier impacts. The interspecific variation in sensitivity to
grazing is only partly explained by differences in palatability to
cattle.

The total height-weighted density of all shrub species declines

over nearly all of the gradient, and herb cover also declines with
grazing.

Clipping of annual growth of twigs from independent samples

of stems indicated that twig production per stem increases nearly
linearly with stem-height, so that the changes in height-weighted
density shown by the gradient analysis were good approximations of the
corresponding changes in twig production per unit area.

Twig-clipping

from browsed stems indicated that browsing reduces the twig production
per stem.

Estimates of changes in above-snow twig production (from

changes in height-weighted density of stems over 50 em in height) showed
that, because of decreasing mean-heights, most species decline in production of winter browse under all levels of grazing, and the decreases
are greater than for total browse. At the heaviest grazing impact sampled,
the abundance and twig production of shrubs (and especially the abovesnow twig production) are nearly zero.

The conclusion was that the

effect of cattle grazing on the wildlife habitat value of individual
stands is entirely negative, and the effect on cattle forage supply is
probably mostly negative as well, although there is a possibility that
production of summer browse may increase somewhat under the lightest
grazing.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Changes in natural vegetation as a result of livestock grazing
have frequently been the object of ecological study. The nature of
these changes is the most important piece of information needed to
assess the effect of grazing on other resource uses, as well as on the
continued capacity of the range to support grazing itself.

For these

reasons, ecological studies of the effects of grazing have often been
of immediate practical value in resource management decisions.
Most such investigations, however, have been concentrated in
the grasslands and shrublands which make up the extensive ranges of
western North America. Much less attention has been paid to grazing
in forest areas.

While certainly less important than traditional

rangelands in the total picture, forests are grazed in many parts of
North America where they occur within or adjacent to agricultural
settlement.
In the Canadian prairies, this combination is found in the
aspen parkland zone, in which groves of trembling aspen {Populus
tremuloides 1) are naturally interspersed with grasslands. To the
north of this zone, agricultural settlement has also encroached on
the southern part of the continuous boreal forest.
The area of the present study (Fig. 1) is located in the
north-west corner of settled Saskatchewan, within the zone which
1.

Plant nomenclature follows Moss (1959).
1
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•Turtteford

•La Ronge
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•

Moose Jaw
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Fig. 1: Map of study area in Saskatchewan. Canada.
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naturally supported continuous forest (Rowe 1972) . The Northern Provincial Forest, from which agricultural activity is excluded, provides
the northern boundary of settlement, and also extends as an island
along the Thickwood Hills, separating the farmland of the Meadow LakeLoon Lake-Pierceland area from the main settled area to the south .
This island of Provincial Forest was formerly divided into the Bronson
Forest Reserve (the western block) and the Meadow Lake Forest Reserve
(the eastern block), and these older names will be used in the following discussion.
The croplands in this area have been created by clearing, and
are interspersed with residual blocks of forest which are commonly used
for livestock grazing.

In addition, grazing occurs within the Pro-

vincial Forests under permits given to residents of the adjacent areas
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2:

Throughout most of the forest fringe of Saskatchewan, and

Cow grazing in aspen forest in the study area.
3

including the Meadow Lake Forest, permits are confined to the immediate
edge of the Provincial Forest, but in the Bronson Forest, grazing permits cover a large proportion of the area. As shown in Fig. 1, the
stands sampled in this study were located along the edges of the forest
.. island", and in adjacent settled areas.
Soil maps (Rostad and Ellis 1972 for the Forest; Mitchell
et al. 1950 for the settled land) show that most of the surface deposits (about 84% of the map area in Rostad and Ellis) are loamytextured glacial till on which luvisolic soils of the Loon River
association have developed. Within the Bronson Forest, most of the
remaining area is covered by coarser-textured glacio-fluvial deposits
fanning the Bodmin association. Organic soils are widespread in the
Meadow Lake Forest, but not in the Bronson.
The forests of the major part of the study area are primarily
composed of pure stands of trembling aspen, with mixtures of aspen
and balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera) also common in the moister
sites. White spruce (Picea glauca) is occasionally present, scattered
through the aspen stands. Within the total study area, commercially
valuable stands of conifers occur only in the central part of the
Meadow Lake Forest. The aspen forests are closed on the upland parts
of the till areas, but tend to become more open on the more xeric
glaciofluvial deposits, where scattered open stands of jack pine
(Pinus banksiana) also appear. Most of the aspen forests are low in
stature, many dating from the widespread fires of 1949 (T. Rock, pers.
comm.), but the conifers are often survivors from earlier stands.
4

Depressions commonly support meadows or shallow fens of Carex spp. and
Salix spp.
Because of the small size of the trees and the lack of a
commercial use for aspen in this part of

Saskatchewan~

forestry acti-

vity is virtually absent from the area used for grazing. However these
forests do have another important use, namely as wildlife habitat.
Aspen forests are relatively rich in woody and herbaceous forage and
are good habitat for wild ungulates. Large populations of moose (Alces
alces 2) and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), as well as small
pockets of elk (Cervus canadensis) and some mule deer (Odocoileus
hemionus) have been observed in the Forest areas on government aerial
surveys (T. Rock, pers. comm.). These ungulates occupy the same
trophic position as cattle, creating at least the potential for food
competition. Moreover cattle grazing produces highly visible alterations in understory physiognomy, suggesting the possibility that the
long-term capacity of the vegetation to support the wild species is
also being altered. Thus there is a potential for conflict between
grazing and wildlife habitat land uses which provides the main motivation for this study.

2.

Mammal nomenclature follows Beck {1958).
5

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
While there has been relatively little direct study of the
impact of livestock on forest vegetation, literature from a variety
of related topics contributes to an understanding of the present
problem.
2.1

Forage preferences of ungulates
One of the most important factors in any vegetation-herbivore

system is the preferential selection by the herbivore of particular
plant species from among those available. The diets of wild ungulates
have been determined by analysis of rumen contents from killed animals
(e.g. Blood 1966}, analysis of fecal pellets (e.g. Hansen and Dearden
1975), inference from signs of feeding on plants (e.g. Hunt 1977) or
by direct observation of foraging animals, recording number of bites
or amount of feeding time devoted to each food item (e.g. Mackie 1970).
This last method has also been applied to cattle (e.g. Blood 1966,
Mackie 1970), as has the analysis of rumen (or esophageal) contents
obtained by implantation of fistulas in live animals.
It must be emphasized, however, that the importance of a food
item in the diet, which is the most common type of data gathered,
does not necessarily indicate the degree of preference for that item.
Preference is usually demonstrated by comparing the proportion of an
item in the diet to its proportion in the available vegetation.

Im-

portance in the diet results from the interaction of preference and
6

availability, and it will be apparent in the review which follows that
either factor can be decisive.
The results of food habit studies are difficult to generalize
upon, because, as Heady (1975) points out, most animals have a wide
range of preference, shifting with availability and stage of growth.
The most universal patterns relate to preference among broad classes
of forage, the conventional ones being browse (leaves and twigs of
woody plants), grasses or grass-like plants (encompassing sedges,
rushes, etc.) and forbs (non-grassy herbs).
Mule deer and white-tailed deer appear to have very similar
food habits.

Invariably the winter diet (or dry season diet in arid

areas) of deer is found to be predominantly browse (Julander 1955,
Wilkins 1957, Flook 1964, Klein 1970, Mackie 1970, Stuth and Winward
1977). Herbs become more important during the growing season. Grass
is either unimportant (Julander 1955, Mackie 1970, Stuth and Winward
1977) or important only in the spring when the shoots are tender
(Julander and Robinette 1950, Wilkins 1957, Flook 1964}. Forbs become important in the spring, and the summer diet is either mainly
forbs (Wilkins 1957, Klein 1970, Stuth and Winward 1977) or a mixture
of forbs and green browse (Ju1ander 1955, Flook 1964, Mackie 1970).
Deer generally shift to a browse-dominated diet in the fall (Ju1ander
1955, Wilkins 1957, Flook 1964, Mackie 1970), although in dry areas
the shift may be as early as July (Julander and Robinette 1950, Stuth
and Winward 1977). In general, then, browse is important for deer
the year round, but especially so in winter, while forbs become import7

ant in spring and summer, and grass, if at all, only in the spring.
Moose are even more dependent on browse, which forms the
largest part of the diet in all seasons (Peterson 1955, Flook 1964,
Dorn 1970, Peek 1974).

In summer various types of aquatic plants

appear to be a preferred food, but in many areas they are not available in sufficient quantities to be important in the diet (Peterson
1955, Flook 1964, Peek 1974). Forbs also are occasionally found to
be important in summer (Peek 1974).
For elk (which are much less abundant than deer and moose in
the study area) the picture is more complicated.

Elk are often des-

cribed as the only true grazers of the native deer, and Mackie (1970)
found that in Montana, grass dominated the diet in all seasons except
summer, when forbs were more important. However this relationship
appears to vary with forage availability. Gaffney (1941) found that
in mixed forest and grassland, elk diets were mainly herbaceous, but
in closed forests browse predominated.

Flook (1964) attributes the

grazing habit of elk in the Canadian Rockies to lack of browse, and
says that in browse-and forb-rich areas such as Elk Island, Alberta,
elk diets are similar to those of deer. Blood (1966) found that in
Riding Mountain, Manitoba, grass is a significant component of the
diet throughout the year (forbs only in summer), but that browse is
most important and in fact is the preferred food, based on utilization
compared to availability. Thus the Gaffney study implies that grass
is preferred and browsing is necessitated by availability, whereas
Flook and Blood argue just the reverse.
8

For cattle it is generally agreed that the preferred yearround food is grass, although the diet is usually varied with a
certain amount of forbs and browse even when grass is abundant
(Julander and Robinette 1950, Julander 1955, Smith 1961, Blood 1966,
Mackie 1970, Heady 1975). However when grass is scarce {whether due
to overuse, adverse season, or natural absence from the vegetation),
cattle will shift to heavy use of browse or of forbs and browse
(Halloram 1943, Julander and Robinette 1950, Julander 1955, Darn
1970, Merrill 1972, Stuth and Winward 1977).
Once the food habits of the animal species in an area are
detenmined, the amount of overlap between diets is commonly used as
evidence of the degree of inter-specific competition. Many studies
have concluded that elk and cattle compete because of the importance
of grass to both species (Hanson 1952, Smith 1961, Skovlin et al. 1968).
However, as the review of elk food habits above suggests, any relationship of this sort may be altered by local conditions. Mackie (1970)
concluded that the actual competition between elk and cattle was less
than the diet overlap indicated, because the species tended to use
different vegetation types. Blood (1966) found little competition between elk and cattle because of differences in distribution, and because the elk were primarily browsers in the area he studied.
Similarly, it is commonly argued that deer and moose do not
compete with cattle because the former use browse and forbs, the latter
grass (Skovlin et al. 1968, Wagner 1969, Mackie 1970). Once again the
local situation may alter this relationship; in the cases cited above
9

in which cattle are forced to browse due to overgrazing or natural
lack of grass, there could be direct competition with the native
browsers (Julander 1955). This point is particularly relevant to the
present study area, in which grasslands account for a very small portion of the landscape, and the grasses are rarely more than a minor
element in the forest understody.

Even where cattle browse, however,

competition may be alleviated by difference in species-choice, another
factor which must be studied.

For example Darn {1970) found that in

Montana both moose and cattle browse on Salix, but that there is little
competition because cattle select a low willow species which is rarely
used by moose.
This last aspect, herbivore preference at the plant-species
level, must be determined for local areas.

For example Peek (1974) in

a review of studies of moose food habits found species that are important in some places but not in others, and concluded that generalizations are not very useful. The interaction between preference and
availability must again be considered.

For example, Hunt (1977) and

Wetzel et al. {1974) found Corylus cornuta to be relatively low in preference for wild ungulates.

Nevertheless in both studies this species

accounted for more of the total browsing than any other, as a result of
its great abundance. Blood {1966), on the other hand, found Caryl us
to be abundant yet hardly used.

If other factors were equal, this

suggests that the total browsing pressure was higher in the first two
studies, forcing the herbivores to use an abundant but less preferred
food.

Thus animal density may be a third factor interacting with
10

preference relations and vegetation composition to determine the
composition of the diet. Another type of interaction with vegetation
composition is described by Beals et al. (1960): white cedar (Thuya
occidentalis) is a preferred deer food, yet when the even more preferred yew (Taxus canadensis) is abundant, relatively little cedar is
eaten. The diet which results from all these factors in turn interacts
with animal density to determine the impact of the herbivores on the
vegetation. Actual species-preference results which are relevant to
the present study will be compared with my data in a later section.
One of the main conclusions from this review is the importance
of browse in the diets of moose and deer, and probably of elk as well
in the present study area.

Browse is especially important in winter

when snow makes other food difficult to obtain. Because the highest
mortality of wild ungulates occurs in winter when they are in their
poorest nutritional state (Wallmo et al. 1977), the supply of browse
assumes even more importance as a component of habitat. The nutritional value of browse compared to other foods is variable, but Wilson
(1969) states that browse generally has more consistent crude protein
levels than grass, which is high in protein when young but low when
mature. Similarly Wallmo et al. (1977) found that a non-browse
winter diet would be more protein-deficient than a browse

diet~

On

the other hand browse is higher in fiber and lignin content (which
are undesirable) than herbaceous vegetation, and may be deficient in
phosphorus (Wilson 1969).
The significance of the preferences displayed by animals in
11

relation to their nutritional well-being is controversial. Do herbivores possess .. nutritional wisdom and select the foods which are best
11

for them, and if so, how? Cowan et al. (1950) found no positive
correlation between palatability and quality; in fact most of the
palatable species were low in quality (Cornus stolonifera and
Amelanchier florida among the lowest), while two of the most nutritious
species were the very unpalatable Picea engelmanii and Shepherdia
canadensis. Klein (1970) on the other hand cites several studies in
which deer selected the most nutritious plants. Heady (1975) says
that there is little evidence for nutritional wisdom, but that the
forage eaten is usually better than the average of what is available.
He cites evidence for positive correlation of palatability with levels
of crude protein, fats, sugars, phosphorus and potassium, and negative
correlation with lignin and crude fibre.

It is unlikely that animals

can sense all of these constituents (although many animals have a
11

SWeet tooth" for sugar in plants) and the apparent selection may be

explained by correlation with sensible traits, such as softness and
succulence of the plant parts, leaves being selected over stems, and
young parts over old (Heady 1975). At the level of interspecific choice,
soft-leaved plants are also selected over hard-leaved plants (Merrill
1972}, but a correlation with nutrient composition does not necessarily follow.

One hypothesis which attempts to explain selection

of superior foods without actual sensing of the nutrients is that of
Westoby (1974): he suggests a form of long-delay learning in which
selection of food items is reinforced by the yield at digestion some
12

hours later, but admits the difficulties of this concept for a large
polygastric herbivore.

In addition to nutrients in the forage, we

would also expect from the literature on plant-animal chemical interactions {e.g. Fraenkel 1959, Whittaker and Feeny 1971) that various
secondary compounds produced by plants may play a role in the smell
and taste reactions of herbivores, although these relationships have
been much more clearly demonstrated for insect herbivores than for
vertebrates. Wilson (1969) suggests that the unpalatable factors in
some browse species may be essential oils in the leaves.

It is known

that essential oils in Artemisia tridentata reduce rumen bacteria and
appetite in deer and cattle (Heady 1975}. The nature of forage
palatability remains a poorly understood part of herbivore systems,
and nothing is known about the reasons for palatability differences
among the plants in the present study area.
2.2 Browse production
Because of the importance of browse in ungulate habitat,
many techniques have been devised to measure annual production of
browse on an areal basis, and the proportion of this production which
is removed by herbivores (Dasmann 1949, Subcommittee on Range Research
Methods 1962, Shafer 1963, DeVos and Mosby 1971, Jensen and Scatter
1977). Utilization estimates are mainly used at the local level as
indicators of animal density in relation to range carrying capacity.
Browse production values form a basis for comparison between various
vegetation types or management treatments.
13

It is typically found,

for example, that browse production declines from shrublands to
deciduous forests to coniferous forests (Dodd et al. 1972, Telfer
and Scatter 1975, Van Camp and Telfer- no date), and from regenerating stands to mature stands (Cowan et al. 1950, Bobek et al. 1975,
Hunt 1977). Production values have also been used (with body weights,
food intake rates, etc.) to calculate carrying capacities for wildlife (e.g. Telfer and Scatter 1975, Wallmo et al. 1977). However any
such calculation is complicated by the seasonal factor in ungulate
In cold-winter climates winter forage is so much poorer than

ecology.

summer forage that animals only survive the winter period of negative
energy balance by catabolizing fat reserves stored during the summer
period of positive energy balance

(Stewart et al. 1977, Wallmo et al.

1977). This alternation between summer abundance and winter scarcity
probably prevents efficient utilization of the total annual forage
production. Moreover animal survival depends also on the severity and
duration of the winter and the effect of snow conditions on the difficulty of obtaining food, so that there may be no stable carrying capacity for an area (Stewart et al. 1977, Wallmo et al. 1977). Some of
the actual production values obtained in various studies will be compared with results of the present study in a later section.
2.3 Effects of browsing on vegetation
This review has emphasized the importance of browse production by shrubs and small trees as a component in the habitat of wild
ungulates.

Now the effect of ungulate browsing on these plants, and
14

on the vegetation as a whole, will be considered.

One useful approach

is to study the physiological responses of individual plants to brows ing.
In an unbrowsed twig the apical meristem region produces
auxins which inhibit the growth of buds lower on the stem.

When the

twig is clipped the terminal bud is removed, eliminating apical
dominance.

If this occurs early enough in the growing season, several

lateral buds may be released and produce new twigs, so that total twig
production may increase (Garrison 1953). On twigs browsed in winter,
the laterals do not regrow until the following spring, but in either
case the final result is an increase in the number of twigs and a decrease in the distance between them, giving the plant a hedged
11

appearance if repeated often enough (Garrison 1953) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3:

Repeatedly browsed stem of Corylus cornuta showing
hedged appearance.
15
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The tendency towards increased production under clipping is opposed
by the loss of photosynthetic area and stored nutrients in the parts
removed.

Clippings which are too severe or too frequent may exhaust

the plant's stored carbohydrates and hence its ability to recover,
leading to decreased production and ultimately death (Heady 1975).
The balance between the two opposing tendencies appears to vary among
species, as will be seen below, leading to differences in resistance
to browsing. Besides the effect on quantity produced, browsing may
improve forage quality by increasing the proportion of young, leafy,
high-protein material (Heady 1975).
Production changes under browsing have been quantified by
artificial clipping experiments. Many of these have involved western
range shrubs which are of no interest in the present study
(Cercocarpus, Cowania, Purshia, etc.); in general, some species produce more under light or moderate clipping but decline under severe
treatments, while others are stimulated by even the heaviest clippings
(Julander 1937, Garrison 1953, Price cited in Ellison 1960,McConnell and
Smith 1977). A few studies have involved speei'es found in northern
Saskatchewan. Ame1anchier alnifolia in the western states was found
to be stimulated by the heaviest clip (60% of annual ·growth removed)
by Shepherd (1971) (although Young and Payne (1948) found that
Amelanchier production as well as Rosa jonesii production declined
under all treatments). Aldous {1952) working in the Lake States
found that Betula papyrifera, Prunus pensylvanica, and Salix spp.
responded well to heavy clipping, while Cornus stolonifera was much
16

less resistant.

Graham et al. (1963) found that clipping of Michigan

aspens (Populus tremuloides) increased browse production and concurred
with Maini (1966) that light browsing does not inhibit the development
of aspen suckers into trees.

Julander (1937) found that western aspens

could recover from 65%-70% clipping. Wolff (1978) found that Salix
scouleriana in Alaskan black spruce (Picea mariana) forests more than
tripled its production after browsing.

In summary, much of the litera-

ture indicates that many native species are resistant to browsing and
produce most when browsed.

On the basis of this evidence Telfer and

Scatter (1975) make the general assumption that boreal forest shrubs
can sustain a utilization level of 60% of annual production. However
it must be emphasized that there have been no clipping studies in the
region of the present study, and only a few of those cited above involved forest understory shrubs, so the results should be applied with
caution.
The other approach to quantifying the impact of browsing has
been to study changes in vegetation composition on an areal basis.
The general theory of changes in vegetation composition under grazing
has been developed in grasslands.

Dyksterhuis {1946, 1958) developed

the concept of evaluating grazing impact in Clements ian tenns. According to Dyksterhuis, the climatic climax vegetation is made up of
palatable species which are selected by herbivores and so tend to decrease under grazing. Grazing reverses succession, producing a
11

disclimax" in which these 11 decreasers 11 are replaced by u;·ncreaserS 11

which are less. palatable and also less productive than the climax
17

species. Thus range quality is equated with proximity to the climax
state.

Ellison (1960) attributes the fact that palatable species

have not been eliminated by centuries of grazing by native herbivores to the greater competitive ability of these climax species, as
long as grazing is less important than other factors in the environment within which competition takes place.
In recent years the strict Clementsian view of vegetation
development has fallen from favour, and it is not obvious that either
palatability or productivity must necessarily be associated with late
successional status. Nevertheless it is still reasonable to expect
palatable species to decrease and unpalatable species to increase
under grazing, although Ellison (1960) shows evidence that palatable
species are often stimulated by light grazing.

In the present study,

a point of interest was the relationship between the classical theory
developed in grasslands and the changes observed in a different
vegetation type.
The greatest number of forest studies have been restricted to
effects on the regeneration of tree species. The effects of wild
ungulates will be considered first.

Several studies have shown severe

destruction of regenerating trees: aspen by elk (Smith, 1961}, balsam
fir (Abies ba·lsamea) and white birch (Betula pap,yrtfe:ra) by moose
(Bergerud and Manuel 1968, Hansen et al. 1973, Snyder and Janke 1976),
and red pine (Pinus resinosa) by deer (Ross et al. 1970, Hansen et al.
1974). Stoeckler et al. (1957) state that low deer populations are
needed for ten years for good hardwood regeneration. On the other
18

hand, Smith et al. (1972) (deer in Utah aspen), Adamovich and Vatolin
(1973) (Moose in U.S.S.R.), and Krefting (1975) (Minnesota deer)
found browsing effects to be minor. Several authors have found that,
even where there is considerable deer browsing on hardwood regeneration, the long-term effect is not serious because the saplings are
not reduced in vigor and eventually grow out of reach of the browsers
(Graham 1954, Graham et al. 1963, Maini 1966, Jacobs 1969, Krefting
1975). To properly evaluate these opposing results, one would need
comparable information on animal density in each area studied, as
the most severe damage has likely occurred where populations are high.
Another important variable is the palatability of the tree species involved.

In the examples cited earlier of moose damage to balsam fir

and white birch, the unpalatable spruces were undamaged.
The literature on effects of cattle on tree regeneration shows
a similar pattern. Many studies show partial or complete destruction
of tree regeneration under heavy cattle grazing (Dambach 1944a,
Den Uyl 1945, Johnson 1952, Cawley 1960). However Martin (1955)
criticizes some of these studies, arguing that proper stocking rates
make grazing compatible with tree reproduction. Similarly Hanson
(1952), Smith et al. {1972) and many papers reviewedc by Adams {1975)
conclude that moderate cattle grazing results in an acceptably low
rate of damage to trees.

In some cases sheep are found to be more

destructive than cattle because they have a greater tendency to browse
(Smith et al. 1972, Norwegian and Japanese research reviewed by Adams
1975). Stocking rates are obviously a factor affecting whether damage
19

will occur, but another factor is alternate food sources. The review
of food habits indicated that cattle will subsist mainly on grass as
long as it is available, although they are forced to browse when
grass is scarce.

In some cases cattle do more damage to tree seed-

lings by trampling than by browsing (Adams 1975).
These studies on tree regeneration are most relevant to
possible conflicts beween grazing and timber-growing (although in some
cases tree seedlings are also a major source of browse).

If the con-

tinued capacity of the vegetation to support animals is the focus of
interest then understory species must be considered as well.
Again the effects of wild ungulates on forest habitats will
be dealt with first.

Many studies involving either exclosure experi-

ments or gradient analyses have shown decreases in the abundance of
the most palatable browse species with increasing browsing intensity:
Taxus and Thuya in Wisconsin (Beals et al. 1969), Amelanchier, Cornus,
Populus, Prunus, and Salix in Montana (Gaffney 1941), Thuya and Betula
in Michigan (Graham 1954), Abies balsamea in various moose ranges
(Peterson 1955, Bergerud and Manuel 1968, Hansen et al. 1973, Snyder
and Janke 1976), Gaultheria and Cornus in Minnesota (Ross et al. 1970).
Only a few have reported corresponding increases in unpalatable browse
species. The spruces apparently increase in eastern boreal forests
when balsam fir is reduced by moose (Peterson 1955, Bergerud and
Manuel 1968, Snyder and Janke

1976)~nd

Ross et al. (1970) found some

indication that Corylus cornuta increases under moderate browsing but
decreases with higher intensities.
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By contrast with the general pattern of these increaserdecreaser studies, Peek et al. (1978) found that the highly palatable Purshia tridentata produced more twigs in browsed than in protected areas, and related this to the stimulating effect of clipping
on Purshia found in Garrison•s (1953) experiments. By similar reasoning, the decreases of palatable species in the studies cited above
suggest that clipping did not stimulate these species, which again
emphasizes the point that the general conclusions of the clipping
experiments may not apply to all species in all situations.
In a few studies the changes resulting from selective browsing
by wildlife have been great enough to alter the physiognomy of the
vegetation.

For example, high moose densities in fir forests may

create open park-like stands in which the proportion of spruce is
increased (Peterson 1955, Hansen et al. 1973, Snyder and Janke 1976).
Artificially high captive deer populations have even been used in the
Missouri Ozarks to convert natural forests into open grassy stands for
livestock use (Martin 1955), although natural populations are presumably less likely to have so great an effect.
There have been relatively few studies of changes in forest
vegetation under cattle grazing. Lutz (1930) found decreases in
seedlings and saplings, but increases in herbaceous vegetationt when
a Pennsylvania forest was grazed.

Den Uyl (1945) in Indiana and

Cawley (1960) in Wisconsin found more dramatic changes: heavy grazing
destroyed tree regeneration, opened the canopy, and replaced the
forest understorywith a Poa sod. However Martin (1955) criticizes
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Den Uyl as well as Johnson (1952) {whose results on watershed effects
of grazing are mentioned below), pointing out the extremely high stocking rates involved in these studies.
There have been only two quantitative studies of grazing
effects in the boreal aspen forests with which the present study is
concerned. Weatherill and Keith (1969) in Alberta found the tree
stratum to be unaffected by grazing, but there were changes in the
species composition of the understory. The herbaceous flora was
divided roughly equally among those species which decreased under
grazing, those which increased with light grazing but decreased with
heavy grazing, and those which increased even under heavy grazing. By
contrast the majority of the shrub species were decreasers. Sidhu
{1965) in the parkland of Saskatchewan found that most of the forest
grasses and forbs showed some sort of increasing behaviour under grazing, while the shrubs tended to be decreasers, a result which appears
to conflict with the idea that the most palatable species are the
decreasers.

Detailed results from these studies will be compared with

my findings later.
Another important physical effect of intensive cattle grazing
is on the soil. Many studies have demonstrated soil compaction by
cattle, resulting in lower porosity and infiltration rate (Dambach
1944b, Steinbrenner 1951, Johnson 1952, Cawley 1960). Johnson {1952)
found that heavy grazing in the Appalachians produced more sheet
erosion, greater turbidity, and higher storm-peaks of runoff. Cattle
may cause a desirable increase in the rate of decomposition by break22

ing up litter and grinding it into the soil (Heady 1975) but this may
also lead to lower organic matter content in the soil and more loss
of nutrients by

leaching~

in addition to the nutrients removed in the

forage (Steinbrenner 1951, Leaf 1958). One would expect less physical impact of this sort from wild ungulate use, because it is usually
less intensive and the animals are not as heavy. An exception to this is
the winter concentration areas ("deeryards

11

)

on peat soils in the

Lake States, in which Habeck (1960) found soil compaction and reduced water-retaining capacity due to heavy deer use.

These soil

effects may in turn affect the growth and composition of the vegetation.
It is apparent that both cattle and wild herbivores can alter
the composition of vegetation by selective foraging.

However gross

changes in vegetation seem to be more frequently documented for
cattle than for wildlife. This doubtless results from the fact that
cattle stocking is often heavier than wildlife stocking on a weightequivalent basis.

For example Skovlin et al. (1968) in an Oregon

study found that cattle used 10 times as much forage as deer and
elk. Cattle stocking is determined by the person managing the
herd~

and can be set at a relatively high level, especially where (as

in Saskatchewan) cattle use open pastures only in the warm months when
the forage is best. The stocking of wild animals, by

contrast~

is

often limited by the capacity of the range to carry them through the
winter (Wallmo et al. 1977), as well as by hunting and predation, so
their potential impact on the vegetation is less. There are undoubted23

ly exceptions to this generalization: there are many examples of wild
populations increasing to a level that has a destructive effect on
the vegetation, although the end result is usually a sudden decline
to a lower level (Caughley 1970). But in the situation in which cattle
are more heavily stocked than wildlife and have a greater capacity to
modify the vegetation (or soil), interspecific conflict may go beyond
competition for the present food supply. By exerting a dominant influence in the ecosystem, cattle may alter its structure and composition in such a way that the long-term production of forage is changed.
The studies of changes in forest vegetation due to cattle cited above
all indicate a tendency towards reduction of the browse species which
are essential to the wild ungulates. This long-term effect on the
vegetation could be more seriously detrimental to wildlife than the
short-term yearly consumption of food resources by cattle.
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3. STUDY DESIGN AND SAMPLING METHODS
3.1 Study design
The choice of the approach for this study was constrained by
time and resource limitations, which prohibited long-term or highmanpower projects such as exclosure studies, clipping trials, or food
habits investigations.

It should be noted that my study began at the

same time as a project on forest grazing in the Saskatchewan Department of Tourism and Renewable Resources, in which it was intended (and
the resources were available) to carry out some of these studies. Accordingly the role of my study was seen to be to supply information on a
particular segment of the problem which could be approached by immediate sampling of existing sites: namely, the changes in vegetation composition resulting from cattle grazing.

Fortunately it was also

possible to draw conclusions concerning forage-preferences from my
study.
The method which had been used successfully in other studies
{e.g. Lutz 1930, Steinbrenner 1951, Dix 1959, Cawley 1960, Sidhu 1965)
and which offered the most direct approach to the problem was to
sample fence-line contrasts: pairs of adjacent stands which differed
only in that one had been grazed by cattle and the other had not.
This approach required the assumption that the vegetation had been
altered by cattle grazing, but that the impact of wildlife was negligible, or at least equal for all stands.

From the literature review

it is apparent that wild ungulates can have a marked effect on
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vegetation composition, so this assumption was problematic. However,
as was discussed in the literature review, it is reasonable to expect
cattle to have greater potential impact on vegetation than wildlife,
especially where, as in the present study area, the wild ungulates
are subject to hunting and severe winters.

Field observations, while

subjective, offered abundant support for this expectation.

I found no

signs to suggest that vegetation had been materially altered by wild
animals, and indeed relatively few instances of heavy browsing by
wildlife, although there was no doubt that native browsers were present throughout the study area. By contrast, many areas fenced for
cattle grazing showed physiognomic changes in the understory that were
visible at a glance (Fig. 4). Similarly, government aerial surveys in
the Bronson Forest showed moose densities of about one per square mile
(T. Rock, pers. comm.), whereas the recorded stocking of cattle in ·
my sample areas varied from 10 to 35 animals per square mile. Thus
the assumption that cattle effects on vegetation were much greater than
effects due to variations in wildlife density seemed acceptable.
All species present contribute to the composition of the
vegetation, but I restricted this study to the erect shrubs which are
the most important food source for the wild ungulates.

I was con-

vinced that some previous studies suffered from the use of rapid but
superficial measurements more appropriate to general descriptive
vegetation studies than to intensive studies of the responses of
plant populations to particular environmental factors such as grazing.
Concentrating my sampling time on species of a single growth form
26

Fig. 4:

Fence-1tne contrast showing difference in understory
physiognomy between ungrazed stand (top) and grazed stand
(bottom).
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allowed more intensive measurements tailored to the nature of the problem.

I arbitrarily defined shrubs as woody plants under 5 m in

height (thus including young trees), and excluded prostrate or
extremely low species such as Arctostaphylos uva-ursi and Vaccinium
caespitosum.

Some information on the grazing responses of the

herbaceous species is available in Sidhu (1965) and Weatherill and
Keith (1969).
In order to reduce variation due to factors other than grazing, I further restricted the study to a single combination of soil
association and forest cover type.

All stands were closed aspen

forests growing on Loon River soils (which are derived from loamtextured glacial till)

Fig. 5:

(Fig. 5). Fortunately this combination accounts

Closed young aspen forest in study area, with road-cut
exposing glacial till on which Loon River soils are
formed.
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for a very large proportion of the grazed forests in the region, as
was discussed in the Introduction. Within this combination, there
was considerable variation in understory vegetation (apparently related to topographic

position)~nd

further restrictions, besides re-

ducing the representativeness of the sample stands, failed to produce
homogeneity among the ungrazed stands. Therefore it was necessary
to incorporate this intrinsic variation into the study, and I attempted to sample stands from the whole range of topographic positions
(excluding the distinct wetland vegetation in the most depressional
sites}, as well as from the range of apparent grazing impact.

3.2 Sampling methods for fence-line contrasts
I located the sample stands by extensive driving and walking,
searching for fence-line contrasts fitting the prescribed cover and
soil type.

To eliminate any non-grazing differences between grazed

and ungrazed stand partners, I accepted only those pairs of stands
which were in the same topographic position, were free of extraneous
differences in canopy closure due to trails or clearings, and showed
no differences with respect to recent disturbances other than grazing.
Fences, droppings, and trails made grazed stands easily identifiable,
but some attention was required to assure that the ungrazed partners
had in fact not been grazed.

In order to guarantee the value of the

evidence on the effects of grazing, I applied these criteria with some
rigour, and the fifteen pairs of stands which I finally sampled were
nearly all of the acceptable contrasts discovered in two summers of
29

fieldwork.

I delimited each stand by arbitrary boundaries to form a
3
square or rectangle, at most 100 feet (30.5 m) by 100 feet, but

sometimes smaller, depending on the size and shape of the area within
which the understory appeared homogeneous.

The smaller dimension

was occasionally as low as 30 feet {9.1 m) because of the sometimes
abrupt changes in topographic position in the irregular morainic
terrain.
To establish the most effective methods, I did a preliminary

•

sampling trial of a fence-line contrast, measuring shrub density in
30 randomly-located square-meter quadrats.

Because observations

suggested a reduction of shrub height under grazing, I also measured
the height of each stem in 10 em classes and recorded the heights in
the data for each quadrat. Heights greater than 3.10 m I grouped
into a single class because of the difficulty of measuring beyond this
height.

I estimated the percent cover of each species in each quadrat

visually, using the following classes: 0-5%, 5-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%,
and 75-100%. The preliminary sampling led to the following conclusions.
Randomization by throwing an object over the shoulder proved
even less effective than usual (see Greig-Smith 1964) because of the
high density of small trees, and I quickly adopted a restricted randomization in which the stand was divided into five equal segments and onefifth of the quadrats were located in each segment by coordinates

Some measurements are in the British System because of
3.
available equipment.
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taken from a table of random numbers.

It was impossible to consist-

ently distinguish individual plants, so I decided to base counts on
separate above-ground stems, regardless of underground connections.
I assessed the adequacy of the sample size by plotting running density
means against increasing numbers of samples (Greig-Smith 1964). Some
species appeared to be adequately sampled by 15 or 20 quadrats, while
for others the means were still fluctuating somewhat at 30 quadrats,
suggesting that more would be desirable.

The final quadrat-sampling

routine was very time-consuming (for reasons discussed below), and I
based the final decision to continue sampling 30 quadrats per stand
on the practical consideration that it was the maximum sample size
at which I could complete the two stands of a fence-line contrast in
less than a week.
The preliminary sampling also showed that (as in most populations) the small stems were much more abundant than the large. This
suggested that greater efficiency could be achieved by using a larger
quadrat for the larger stems, in order to more nearly equalize the
number of stems counted in each height-class, and hence make the
accuracy of the estimates more uniform throughout the height range.
Accordingly I replaced the square-meter quadrat with a two-square-meter
quadrat which was subdivided: in the first quarter of the quadrat,
I counted stems of all heights; in the second quarter, only stems
over 30 em; and in the last half, only stems over 50 em. These divisions
and height-limits were suggested by inspection of typical heightdistributions.

I multiplied the quadrat-count for each height-class
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by the factor by which its "effective quadrat .. was a fraction of the
total quadrat, in order to place all counts on the same areal basis.
The quantitative results of the preliminary sampling were
very interesting.
example.

Fig. 6 gives the results for two species by way of

Rosa increased in density but decreased in cover (in the

grazed stand compared to the ungrazed), while Viburnum appeared to be
more sensitive to grazing because it decreased even more in cover and
also decreased in density. When density was broken down by heightclasses as in the distributions in Fig. 6, the nature of these changes
became clearer. The increased density of Rosa was entirely accounted
for by a large increase in the lowest height-classes (which naturally
create less cover than larger plants), suggesting that the increase in
numbers may not have been accompanied by an increase in biomass.
Similarly the decrease in the density of Viburnum was entirely in the
taller height-classes, whereas the density in two lowest classes was
greater in the grazed than the ungrazed stand.
In a later sampling trial, I assigned each stem tallied to a
class based on the amount of browsing that stem had sustained, and
recorded the class with the height of the stem in the quadrat data.
This procedure must be partly subjective, but consistently followed
criteria make it less so.

Study of browsed plants suggested that the

usual subjective impression that a plant is lightly or heavily browsed
is related to the degree to which browsing is repeated in the year-byyear sequence along each branch (and on regrowth within a given year),
and that this factor of repetition could form the basis for a set of
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Fig. 6:

Results of preliminary sampling trial: total density (in 30
quadrats), cover, and height-distribution in ungrazed and
grazed stand for 2 species.
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rules which could be applied consistently.

I defined the following

five browse impact classes:
A - unbrowsed
B - browsed occasionally (but does not qualify for C)
C - browsing repeated each year in the sequence along each
branch (but does not qualify for D)
D - browsed so repeatedly and closely that a moderately
hedged appearance results
E - browsed so repeatedly and closely that a severely
hedged appearance results
ihe main area of subjectivity lay in deciding whether the appearance
was hedged, and if so whether it was moderately or severely hedged
(that is, in assigning classes D and E).

I ignored browsing by hares

(which is easilydistinguishable) and assigned the classes on the basis
of ungulate browsing only.
The distribution of stems within these classes gave an indication of the degree of browsing pressure on the species, independent
of its abundance. Comparison of distributions across the fence-line
contrast showed that the browsing pressure on each species was almost
always higher in the grazed stand. Moreover, comparison of these
distributions for different species in the same stand indicated the
relative degree of preference for these species; a species for which
a high proportion of the stems have been browsed must be preferred over
another for which only a low proportion have been browsed. This sort
of reasoning showed that Viburnum (which the other data showed to be
more sensitive to grazing than Rosa) was preferred over Rosa.
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Thus

this kind of data offered the opportunity to evaluate the relationship between palatability and sensitivity to grazing.
In summary, the preliminary sampling showed that the dynamics
of vegetation change could be much better understood from a combination of several different types of data (density, cover, heightdistribution, browse-impact class distribution) than from any single
measure.

I considered this intensive (and time-consuming) analysis

to be sufficiently valuable to justify the accompanying reduction in
the number of stands that could be sampled, and so I retained all of
the measures described above in the final sampling routine.
In addition to this primary sampling, I gathered an assortment of supplementary information.

I estimated the percent cover of

herbs as a group in each quadrat, using the same classes as for shrub
cover. To describe the topographic position of each stand I ran a
roug~

profile with an Abney hand level along the axis of greatest

topographic variation.

I measured the height of a canopy tree by hand

level and estimated the percent cover of the canopy visually. The
purpose of the data on the tree stratum was to supply information on
the environment of the understory species, and not to determine grazing effects on trees; indeed I attempted to achieve uniformity of
tree cover in selecting the stand-partners, so the assumption was
built into the study that grazing effects on the tree stratum were
minor in the stands sampled. This assumption was based only on subjective observations on my part, although Weatherill and Keith (1969)
reached the same conclusion from quantitative measurements in Alberta
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aspen forests.

In several stands I dug soil pits, mainly for informa-

tion on the intrinsic site variation among ungrazed stands. However
all of the soil profiles I studied were very similar and conformed
fairly closely to the description for the Orthic Series of the Loon
River Association (Rostad and Ellis 1972). Moreover a pit dug in one
of the most poorly drained stands sampled revealed only a slight degree of mottling.

I concluded that all of the stands sampled would

be considered at least moderately well drained (Kabzems et al. 1976)
and could not be distinguished (at least by me) from soil profiles.
In most stands I restricted my study of the soil to confirming that
the surface material conformed to the Loon River association in which
the stands had been mapped. Finally I collected such information as
was available on the grazing history of the grazed stands, from
government records for the Provincial Forest grazing permits, and by
interviewing landowners for the stands located outside the Provincial
Forest.

3.3 Initial analysis of fence-line contrast data
I transferred the field data from the fence-line contrasts
to punched cards and wrote a computer program to read the cards and
generate the basic statistics for each stand. The results included
the following:
a) Mean percent cover for each shrub species and for herbs
as a group, calculated by evaluating each cover-class
as the mid-value of the class, and averaging over the
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30 quadrats.
b)

Density of stems of each species (total for the 30
quadrats, mean, and variance).

c)

11

Height-weighted density" of each species (total for

the 30 quadrats, mean, and variance). This was a
density measure in which each stem was weighted by its
height (actually the mid-value of its 10 em heightclass) in centimeters. Thus the height-weighted
density value for a quadrat was obtained by summing
the heights recorded in that quadrat.
d) Height distribution for each species, based on the
total tally of stems over the 30 quadrats, and the mean
height from this distribution.
e) Distribution of stems in browse-impact classes for
each species.

It should be noted that this distri-

bution was based on a smaller total number of sterns
than the previous measures; for density, heightdistribution, etc., the actual tallies for the shorter
heights were multiplied by a factor (based on the
smaller quadrat size for these heights) to obtain the
final figures for each quadrat.

Because the assign-

ment of browse-impact classes was independent of height,
the division of the quadrats

by

height-limits was

irrelevant to the sampling of stems for browse-impact,
so the unadjusted tallies of stems were used for the
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browse-impact class distribution.
f)

11

Browse-impact index .. for each species. This was a

single figure intended to summarize the browse-impact
class distribution.

It was calculated as follows:

(percentage of stems in class B)

X1 +

(percentage of stems in class C)

X

(percentage of stems in class D)

X3 +

2+

(percentage of stems in class E) x 4

= Browse-Impact

Index

Stems in class A are ignored because they were unbrowsed,
so the appropriate factor in the browse-impact index
would have been zero.

It should be noted that, because

percentage values were used, the browse-impact index represents the degree to which the species had been browsed
independent of its abundance in the stand.
The result of this basic analysis was a large volume of data
for each pair of stands. Unfortunately much of it was based on species
for which only a few individuals were tallied, so that comparisons
across the fence-line contrasts were probably not meaningful. Accordingly, I tested all density and height-weighted density values using
the t-test; those species for which neither of the two measures was
significantly (P < 0.05) different from zero I eliminated from further
analysis related to species-abundance. The browse-impact index values
were based on a discrete distribution and so could not be tested in
this way.

Instead I arbitrarily eliminated those values based on

fewer than 40 stems.

It was necessary to set this limit as high as
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possible (for example, see Greig-Smith's (1964) comments on the imprecision of frequencies of a discrete variable when the sample-size
is small), but any higher limit would have excluded a major portion
of the browse-impact data.

3.4 Sampling methods for browse production
It was desirable to interpret the results from the fenceline-contrast sampling in terms of actual quantities of browse production.

However, the standard methods involving clipping annual

production, and even the less accurate twig-counting method (Shafer
1963), are extremely laborious, and it was not practical to include
them in the sampling routine.

The more efficient approach was to

carry out an independent sample to establish the relationship between
browse production and stem-height. This relationship could then be
used in combination with the density and height-distribution data
from the fence-line contrasts to estimate changes in browse-production due to grazing.

Because the contrast sampling was of primary

importance, it was not possible to sample for browse-production until
the fall, so only the annual production of twigs and not of leaves
could be measured; presumably leaf production would be reasonably
well correlated with twig production.
I sampled browse production for four important species:
Amelanchier alnifolia, Corylus cornuta, Rosa acicularis, and Viburnum
edu1e.

For each species I attempted to collect five unbrowsed stems

from each 10 em height-class up to the greatest height which the
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species normally attained 0n the uppermost height-classes the quota
was not always met). While the collection was not formally randomized,
in practice I collected every unbrowsed stem I found until the quotas
were filled, so the procedure was reasonably objective.

I clipped

the last annual growth of twigs from each stem and placed the
collection in a paper bag on which the stem-height in centimeters
was recorded.

I later oven-dried the collections at so-ssoc for 24

hours, then weighed them to the nearest 0.0001 g.
The above procedure was intended to determine the heightproduction relationship of unbrowsed plants.

I suspected that browse-

production might also be affected by the amount of past browsing on
the stem, so I made another sample for three of the four species
(Amelanchier, Corylus, and Rosa).

For each species I collected at

least 60 browsed stems from a single, representative height-class
(80-90 em for Amelanchier and Corylus, 60-70 em for Rosa), and record-

ed the browse-impact class to which I assigned each stem on the bag
containing the clippings for that stem. There was an added complication in measuring production from browsed stems, in that for some
of the plants part of the year's production had already been removed
by summer browsing. Therefore I did not collect any twigs that had
been browsed, but instead recorded the number of such twigs. After
the collections were weighed, I took a random sample of 100 intact
twigs of each species from the collections and weighed it to establish
an average twig weight for the species (I included only twigs longer
than 1 em, based on the assumption that shorter twigs were not browsed).
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Then for each stem I multiplied the appropriate average twig weight
by the number of twigs not collected because of browsing, and added
the product to the weighed production. This procedure added error
to the final figures, but was necessitated by the loss due to browsing; ideally this sort of data should be collected from temporary
exclosures to prevent browsing of the current year•s production.
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4. ANALYSIS OF BROWSE PREFERENCES
As was discussed earlier, the distributions of browse-impact
classes (summarized by the browse-impact index) provided a basis for
assessing the relative preference for different species shown by
browsers.

For this analysis, I assumed that browsing in the ungraz-

ed stands reflected the preferences of the wild ungulates taken as a
group (there is no way of assigning a browsed twig to an individual
ungulate species), while browsing in the grazed stands reflected the
preferences of cattle. This last assumption introduced some error,
since the wild species were free to feed in the grazed areas also.
However the browse-impact index values were almost always much higher
in a grazed stand than in its ungrazed stand-partner, making it very
probable that cattle were the dominant component in the grazed-stand
values.
To arrive at uniform sets of preference ratings, it was obviously desirable to somehow average the browse-impact index values
for each plant species over all of the appropriate stands (grazed
stands for cattle ratings, ungrazed stands for wildlife ratings).
This was complicated by the fact that the overall level of browse
pressure varied among stands; it was meaningless, for example, to
average a browse-impact index value from a heavily-grazed stand with
one from a lightly-grazed stand, since the former value would be
expected to be higher as a result of more browsing overall. To
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circumvent this problem, I used a single species (Rosa acicularis)
that was abundant in all stands as a standard to which all other
species could be related. Within each stand, I replaced each browseimpact index value with the base-10 logarithm of its ratio to the
value for Rosa.

Thus the preference values for the species were

represented by positive and negative values dispersed around the
zero-value for Rosa, so the effect of the overall browsing level in
the stand was eliminated.

I then averaged these values (within each

species, over all of the appropriate stands in which the species
occurred) to obtain preference ratings for wildlife and for cattle
(original ratings, Table 1).

It should be recalled that each list

includes only those species for which 40 stems were tallied in at
least one appropriate stand.
Unfortunately both sets of ratings are relative to a zerovalue for Rosa.

Since one cannot assume that Rosa is at the same

level of preference for both wildlife and cattle, the two scales cannot be compared except with respect to the order of species. To place
the two scales on a comparable basis, I used the statistical technique
of standardization, in which each of a set of values is replaced by
its deviation from the mean divided by the standard deviation, i.e.
X- X

s

This converts each set of values to a distribution with a mean of
zero and a variance of one. Because the fixed point on the scale is
now the mean of the set of values rather than any particular value,
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Table 1:

Preference ratings for browse species by wild ungulates
and cattle (calculation explained in text)

S~ecies

Original ratings
Wi1d1ife Cattle

Standardized ratings
Cattle
Wi1d1ife

Alnus crispa

-1 .188

-0.951

-2.540

-2.639

Amelanchier alnifolia

0.926

0.281

1. 756

1.156

Cornus sto1onifera

1.753

Caryl us corn uta

0.017

-0.156

-0.091

-0.190

Lonicera dioica

-0.279

-0.714

-0.693

-1.909

Lonicera invo1ucrata
Prunus

~ensylvanica

Rosa acicu1aris
Rubus strigosus

3.436

-0.422

-0.231
0.382

0.228

0

0

-0.439

-0.441

0.650

0.992

-0.126

0.290

-1.018

-1.068

Salix scouleriana

-0.520

-1.312

Shepherdia canadensis

-0.943

-2.615

Symphoricarpos a1bus

-0.642

Vaccinium myrti11oides
Viburnum edule

-0.140

-1.430

-0.092

-0.124
0.531
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0.188

-0.141

0.953

0.869

and because the dispersion about the mean is also fixed, different
sets of values for the same variables {species in this case) can be
compared directly. The two lists of ratings in Table 1 did not contain exactly the same complement of species, and this would make the
standardized values less directly comparable {for example, a very
highly preferred species present in one list and not the other would
influence the mean and standard deviation of the set in which it was
present, thus distorting all the other standardized values for that
set). Therefore I calculated the standardizations on the basis of
eight species which were common to both lists as well as to a third
set of ratings discussed in a later section. Then I converted the
values for species other than these eight to the same scale using the
same formula, the only difference being that these species did not
contribute to the calculation of the mean and standard deviation which
define the scales. The standardized preference ratings are presented
in Table 1.
There is very little in the literature concerning the preferences of cattle for these browse species. With respect to wildlife
preferences, however, there are reports which are reasonably consistent with my results. The genera Cornus, Amelanchier, Viburnum and
Prunus have very frequently been found to be preferred sources of
browse {Cowan et al. 1950, Peterson 1955, Flook 1964, Peek 1974,
Barber et al. 1975, Wetzel et a1. 1975, Hunt 1977); one exception is
the finding of Barber et al. {1975) that Viburnum edule was not browsed
by moose.

Corylus cornuta and Rosa acicularis appear to be of slightly
\
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lower than average palatability in my figures and in Hunt (1977)
~swell

as Wetzel et al. (1975) for Corylus

)~lthough

Blood (1966)

found Corylus to be used hardly at all, while Rosa was the most important source of browse in his study. The genera Lonicera, Rubus,
Symphoricarpos, and Alnus have been found to be relatively low in
preference (Cowan et al. 1950, Barber et al. 1975, Hunt 1977) although species of Rubus and Alnus have been found to be preferred in
some eastern studies (Peterson 1955, Peek 1974). The general degree
of agreement with my results, especially in Hunt•s (1977) study which
dealt with very similar sets of animal and plant species, lends
credibility to this method of assigning preference values, and hence
suggests that the cattle preference ratings, for which literature
comparisons are lacking, may also be reasonably accurate.
Another point of interest in this data is the degree of
agreement between the preferences of cattle and the wild species.

I

calculated a correlation coefficient of 0.863 (significant at P < 0.01)
between the two sets of ratings, based on the nine species common to
both lists. Closer study of the two sets of ratings confirms that
they are similar in overall pattern, although there are some differences. Amelanchier alnifolia, Viburnum edule, and Prunus pensylvanica
are the preferred species in both lists {unfortunately there is no
cattle preference rating for Cornus stolonifera, which was uncommon
in the study area); but Amelanchier and Viburnum are rated higher for
wildlife than cattle, while Prunus is the opposite. Of the less preferred species, Corylus cornuta is rated slightly higher for wildlife,
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while Rosa acicularis and Symphoricarpos albus are rated considerably
lower for wildlife than cattle. Alnus crispa, Rubus strigosus, and
Lonicera dioica are among the least preferred species in both lists
(but Lonicera is much lower for cattle than wildlife), and
Symphoricarpos albus joins this group of low-rated species in the
wildlife preference list.
With regard to food competition between cattle and wildlife,
first it is obvious from the abundant browsing observed in the grazed
stands that this is one of those situations discussed in the literature
review in which cattle are forced to browse, and hence potentially to
compete with wild browsers, although there is no way of knowing from
the data the proportion of browse in cattle diets. The further
indication from the preference rating analysis that cattle and wildlife have similar species-preferences within the category of browse
plants significantly increases the probability of food competition.
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5.
5.1

GRAZING GRADIENT ANALYSIS

Methods
One of the most fruitful approaches to the study of vegeta-

tion is to consider stands as positions along a gradient in some
environmental factor.

The resulting ordination of the stands pro-

vides a linear scale against which various attributes of the vegetation can be plotted to reveal their responses to the environmental
factor.

Gradient analysis has been applied to a variety of grazing

studies {Dix 1959, Beals et al. 1960, Habeck 1960, Sidhu 1965) because of the convenience of considering the vegetation changes involved in relation to a gradient of increasing grazing impact.
An inherent shortcoming of the present study {and the others
cited above) is that 11 grazing impact .. could not be partitioned into
separate components such as intensity {i.e. stocking rate), seasonal
duration, or duration in years.

Similarly the values of these vari-

ables could not be used to calculate the ordination positions of
grazed stands. The main problem was lack of data.

For the stands

sampled outside the Provincial Forest, there were no written records,
and the farmers I interviewed were rather vague on the subject of
grazing histories.

For the Provincial Forest grazing permits, govern-

ment records were available; however there is virtually no checking
done on the reported numbers of cattle on these permits, and the fees
are assessed per head, so the honesty of these records is questionable.
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Probably as serious as the inadequacy of the records is the difficulty of applying the stocking rates for entire grazing units, most
of which are several
within them.

square kilometers in area, to individual stands

Field observations indicated that the distribution of

cattle over these large units is not uniform, but rather tends to
be concentrated around gates, trails, and water bodies.

Thus the

stocking rate for the grazing unit appeared to be a very imprecise
measure of the grazing impact on individual stands in different parts
of the unit. The records did show that all stands had been grazed
at least 10 years, so the effect of variations in duration was probably moderate.
Because of the impracticality of a more direct measure I considered grazing impact simply to be proportional to the amount of
11

11

change in the composition of the vegetation as a result of grazing.
Presumably this amount of change is correlated with some combination
of stocking rate and duration of grazing, although the relationship
would vary with the method of calculating the amount of change and
could well be non-linear.

Methods involving vegetation composition

were used in the grazing gradient studies cited earlier. Habeck
(1960) calculated a 11 deer activity index 11 for each stand based on the
proportions of species known to be indicators of deer use. Beals
et al. (1960) based the stand index on the proportions of stems in
browsing damage classes (I had similar data, but could not use this
method; in some of the obviously most heavily grazed stands, the few
remaining shrubs were too small to have received much browsing, so
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the browse impact index values were actually lower than in more
moderately grazed stands). Dix (1959) and Sidhu (1965) calculated
a "grazing susceptibility number for each species based on its in11

creaser-decreaser behaviour, then determined the stand index by
summing the relative frequencies of the species weighted by their
grazing susceptibility numbers.
It should be noted that all of these methods produce a onedimensional ordination which includes all stands; in Dix•s {1959)
and Sidhu's {1965) studies based on fence-line contrasts, the ungrazed stands are scattered along the same axis as the grazed stands,
although naturally they tend to be at the less-grazed end of the
gradient. Thus the authors were faced with the problem of explaining the variation among ungrazed stands along an axis intended to
represent increasing grazing impact.

In most ordination studies there

are similar problems in interpreting the meaning of each axis and
separating the components of variation in vegetation composition.
However, by contrast with the typical vegetation study consisting of
a single group of initially undifferentiated stands, in a fence-line
contrast study the stands are in pairs, and the two stands in each
pair are identical in every respect (that is, along every environmental gradient) except for grazing.

Thus the very design of the

study isolates the environmental factor which is of primary interest;
to fail to use this fact in the ordination calculation is to waste
the advantage conferred by sampling fence-line contrasts.
To produce a gradient restricted to variations in grazing
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impact, I assumed that all ungrazed stands were located at the origin
of the axis.

The position of each grazed stand along the axis was

then based on the degree to which it had been changed from its ungrazed stand-partner.

In other words, the data for the calculation

of ordination positions of grazed stands were not the actual
abundances of species in these stands, but rather the changes in
abundance compared to the ungrazed stand-partners. The value of this
approach can be seen from an example.

Viburnum edule decreased in

abundance under grazing in every contrast sampled. However because
of intrinsic variation among ungrazed stands (i.e. variation along
gradients other than grazing), there was considerable variation in
the abundance of Viburnun (and of other species) even in the absence
of grazing. The result was that Viburnum was more abundant in some
grazed stands than in some ungrazed stands, simply because there was
so much more in the former stands before they were grazed.

If the

actual abundance measures were used for the ordination, this sort of
evidence would place the latter (ungrazed) stands in a more grazed
position than the former stands, because the variations due to grazing would be confounded with the intrinsic variation.

But when the

grazed stands are represented by the decreases in Viburnum from their
ungrazed partners, their positions are determined solely by the amount
of change due to grazing, regardless of the original abundance, while
the ungrazed stands are automatically positioned at the origin.
Because actual abundances are compared only across the fence-line contrast, both sides of which are identical except for grazing, varia51

ion due to other factors is eliminated.
The primary measure of change I used was logarithmic:
log 10 (value in grazed stand/value in ungrazed stand)
Where either of the values was zero, I replaced it by the minimum
possible non-zero value (e.g. for density, a count of one stem in one
of the 30 quadrats) because the logarithm of zero is undefined. The
use of percentage changes would have eliminated this problem for zeros
in grazed stands (i.e. 100% decreases), but not for zeros in ungrazed
stands. Moreover percentage changes were less useful because they
caused scale inconveniences in cases of large increases, and also because they made the maximum decrease (-100%) the same in all cases
regardless of the ungrazed abundance value; by contrast, the multiplicative relationship assumed in the logarithmic changes meant that
a larger decrease was recorded in the case of the elimination of an
abundant species than of a rare species. The addition properties of
logarithms were also useful in some subsequent calculations.
For each of the abundance measures (density, height-weighted
density, cover, and mean height) I calculated a table of logarithmic
change values for the 28 shrub species (all those recorded in this
study) in the 15 contrasts. Many cells under each contrast were empty
because the species was absent from the stand-pair or because it had
been eliminated in the preliminary tests of significance (see initial
analysis, sec. 3.3). To further reduce the data and minimize the
chances of spurious values resulting from small samples, I removed all
species which did not have a total density (i.e. over all 30 quadrats)
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of at least 40 stems in one of the stands in the stand-pair.

Finally,

for the species remaining I tested the significance of the difference
between the grazed and ungrazed values by the t-test.

Preliminary

analysis showed that logarithmic transformation was required in all
t-tests, because the mean tended to be positively correlated with the
variance for density and height-weighted density, and because the
distributions were skewed to the right for mean height and cover
{Sokal and Rohlf 1969, p. 382).

If the difference was not significant

I replaced the change value in the table with zero, signifying no
change due to grazing. The significance level was 0.50 for the twotailed test, an unusually high level which I chose for the following
reasons.

In the usual applications in which the primary concern is to

be certain that some difference between treatments is real, a low significance level such as 0.05 or 0.01 is used to minimize Type I error
{rejection of a true null hypothesis). However reducing Type I error
also increases Type II error {acceptance of a false null hypothesis)
{Sokal and Rohlf 1969).

In my calculations accepting the null hypo-

thesis meant using a change value of zero in the calculation of the
ordination and the plotting of species-responses. Distortion of the
true changes by mistaken zeros was just as undesirable as that by
mistaken non-zeros. Therefore I used the higher significance level
which tended to more nearly equalize the two types of error.
Of the several types of data available, I decided to base
the ordination calculations on changes in height-weighted density, as
this was the most comprehensive of the measures of abundance and was
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probably most closely related to biomass. To be exact, the logarithmic change in height-weighted density equals the log. change in
density plus the log. change in mean height, as shown below:
HWD

= l:
i

H;

H =(l: H;)/D

i

HWD

=H

HWD

=

total height-weighted density
in 30 quadrats

H.1

=

height of ith stem,
i varying from 1 to D.

D = total density in 30 quadrats

D

· HWD
• • ___:_g_ = Hg o9
HWDug Hug Dug

Subscripts:
g = value in grazed stand
ug

log

= log

Hg

+

Hug

=

value in ungrazed stand

D

log ~
ug

The table of logarithmic changes in height-weighted density (after
significance tests and eliminations due to sample size) is presented in
Table 2.
Inspection of Table 2 shows that there were both increases and
decreases under grazing. However there are certain obvious regularities. The species vary in the proportions of the contrasts in which
they increase and decrease.

For example, Viburnum edule always de-

creases (except for one zero resulting from the statistical tests).
Rubus strigosus increases in some stands but more often decreases,
while Rosa acicularis increases as often as it decreases. This behaviour does not appear to be random; there are certain contrasts
(e.g. 3 and 9) which from field observations were certainly the most
heavily grazed ones, in which almost all species decrease, and the
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Table 2:

S~ecies

01
01

Logarithmic changes in height-weighted density from ungrazed to grazed stand (note eliminations and significance tests
explained in text)

1

Ame1anch1er a1nifo11a
Cornus sto1onifera
Cory1us cornuta
Lonicera dioica
Lonicera invo1ucrata
Picea g1auca
Prunus ~ensy1vanica
Prunus virginiana
Ribes hirte1lum
Ribes triste
0.044
Rosa acicu1aris
0.017
Rubus strigosus
Sa 1i x bebbiana
She~herdia canadensis
Sym~horicarpos albus
Sym~horicar~os occidenta11s
Vaccinium myrt111o1des
-0.773
Viburnum edu1e

2

3

-0.499

4

-0.446

-1.955

5

6

Fence-line contrast
8
7

0
-2.253
0.677 -0.030

9

10

-0.208
-0.046
2.392 -0.444

1.900
0.272 -0.072

11

-0.532

12

13

0. 154 -0. 124

14

15

0
-0.198 -0.216

0

0.401

-1.528
-0.295

-1.01
1.235
-0.641
0.109 -0.983 -0.345 -0.145
0
-1.455 -0.964 0.155

-0.589 -0.008
0.217

0.279

0.086 -0.449
0
-0.990

0

0
0.235 -1.047 -0.311
0.067 -1.888 -2.045

0.247

-0.748 -0.130

-0.143

0
-0.314
-2.025
0
0.399
-0.135 0.118

0.083 0.109
0

0.594 0
2.127

-0.857 -1.444 -2.201

-0.451

0

-1.141

-0.158 -1.093 -0.439

-1.274

-2.084

general extent of the decreases tends to be great. On the other hand,
there are contrasts (e.g. 8 and 14) in which the decreases tend to
be more modest, and in these stands increases are more common.

If

we assume that the behaviour of species along the grazing gradient is
relatively simple (e.g. does not have several peaks and depressions)
then the only pattern for species which both increase and decrease
which is consistent with these trends is one of increases under light
grazing followed by decreases under heavy grazing. This pattern,
which will be assumed in the analysis which follows, is admittedly not
based on hard evidence, but I feel confident that the trends in the
data make it by far the most probable one.
The importance of this assumption can be seen from a consideration of the nature of the ordination problem.

If the grazed stands

are to be positioned by their degree of change from the ungrazed
stand-partners, then the most direct approach to the ordination calculation is some form of averaging of the change values of the species
in each stand. This would be easy if the change values were all in
the same direction (e.g. all decreases). But since some species
apparently increase before they decrease, a straightforward calculation of the change from zero is not possible (it would be possible if
some simplifying assumption were made, such as replacing the increases
by zeros, but this would obliterate much of the data which helps to
distinguish among stands).

Instead I based the ordination on the

variation among grazed stands, ignoring (temporarily) their relation
to the origin, and assuming that decreases constitute evidence of a
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position towards the heavily grazed end while increases draw the position towards the lightly grazed end. Averaging of the change values
for the species in each stand (which were positive for increases,
negative for decreases) would thus yield a stand index which decreased with increasing grazing impact.
However the actual change values could not be averaged directly because of the variation in grazing response among species; for
example, Viburnum edule invariably had a lower change value than Rosa
acicularis in the same stand. To remove this difference in the overall change levels of the species, I standardized (using the same
formula as in the preference ratings} the change values for the several
stands within each species {i.e. horizontally in Table 2), thus relating the change values to the average for that species and also
eliminating interspecific differences in the variance of the change
values. The standardized values are affected by which particular
stands are included in the calculation; in the preference ratings this
problem was circumvented by using a common set of elements {species
in that case) for the standardization. However there are too many
empty cells in Table 2 to permit a common list of stands for all
species. The best I could do was to reduce(but not eliminate)the
effect of the stand-complement by only using species for which there
are change-values in at least four stands. There are seven such
species: Amelanchier alnifolia, Corylus cornuta, Lonicera dioica,
Rosa acicularis, Rubus strigosus, SYffiphoricarpos albus, and Viburnum
edule.

I averaged(vertically in Table 2)the standardized change
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values over the species (of this group} in the stand to obtain the
stand-index.
It has already been explained that this ordination was not
related to the origin because of the problem of species changing in
two directions.

However there is one species, Viburnum edule, which

consistently decreases,and this provided a convenient means of
estimating the position of the origin in relation to the ordination.
I assumed that Viburnum decreased directly from the origin, so that
a change of zero in Viburnum would occur at the origin.

I then cal-

culated the standardized value for zero based on the mean and variance
of the Viburnum values, and this yielded a value on the same scale as
the ordination values for the stands, but greater than (i.e. to the
left of) all of the stand positions.

I fixed this as the origin, and

converted the stand indices to positive values relative to zero for
the origin, simply using the differences between the estimated value
for the origin and the original stand indices. This method of fixing
the origin appears to be a gross approximation, but fundamentally it
differs from the other ordination values only in that one species
rather than the average of seven was used to determine it. Moreover
inspection of the graphs which will follow shows that modest shifts in
the position of the origin would not cause substantial changes in the
shapes of the various response curves; indeed the least-squares polynomials used for the various response curves were calculated on the
basis of the stand points only, with the portion leading to the origin
drawn in by hand

aft~rwards.

Nevertheless the portion of the gradient
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to the left of the least-grazed stand (contrast #8) is an area of
slight uncertainty.

The grazed stand in contrast #8 appeared in the

field to have about the least difference from its ungrazed partner
that would have been detectable by observation; however it is possible
that there were stands even more lightly grazed which, if they had
been sampled, would have provided additional information. At the other
end of the scale, the most heavily grazed stand (contrast #3) appeared
in the field to be one of the most heavily grazed stands I had seen
(except for small woodlots adjacent to farmyards), the general aspect
being that an expanse of bare soil.

In summary, I was reasonably

confident that the grazed stands making up this gradient represented
virtually the entire range of grazing impacts found in the study area.
It will be noted that the same sort of change values that were
used to calculate the ordination are plotted against it in the graphs
which follow. As with other ordinations calculated from vegetation
composition data (Whittaker 1973), there is an unfortunate appearance
of circular reasoning. However it should be remembered that the ordination itself does not constitute the evidence that the changes observed
are due to grazing. This evidence comes from the individual fenceline contrasts. The purpose of the ordination is to arrange these
individual sets of changes due to grazing on a scale based on the overall degree of change in each set, as a basis for drawing probable overall patterns of change for the various species and stand attributes.
The actual calculation is simply a matter of deriving this univariate
scale from change data that are multivariate (i.e. involve many species
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in many contrasts). Thus the ordination serves to summarize the
separate pieces of evidence into an overall form that is easily interpretable, although admittedly the appropriateness with which it does
this is subject to the various assumptions that have been made in its
derivation. The criterion for selecting the ordination method which
has been described above (from a large number of other methods attempted) was that it performed this function of summarization of evidence
better than the others; it was easiest to fit simple curves to the
points plotted on this ordination, and this indicated to me that the
main directions of change in the data corresponded well to the ordering of stands by this method. This method also had the advantage of
relative simplicity of conception and calculation.
As mentioned earlier, I fitted least-squares polynomials to
the points on all of the ordination graphs that follow; I drew the

~ortion leading to the origin by hand,

in some cases adjusting slightly

the extreme left portion of the computed curve to produce a smooth
curve to the origin. These fitted curves serve an important function
in averaging among the points to reduce the effect of random variations. All polynomials are third-order, for consistency in the balance
between tracking" the points and averaging them. On some curves
11

extreme peaks or depressions are produced by single values, and the
shapes of these curves should be interpreted cautiously.
5.2 Results
For the seven species used in the ordination calculation,
60

the responses of density, cover, and mean height are plotted in
I

I

Figs. 71-13. There are some points of genera 1 interest in these curves.
All speties show some tendency to increase in density under light or
moderate grazing, although the increases vary from small ones for
Viburnum and Amelanchier to very large ones for Lonicera. Density
declines under heavy grazing (the curve for Corylus shows an increase
at the heavy end, but this is based on a single point). The cover
curves tend to be similar in shape to the density curves, but are
almost always below them, indicating that cover does not increase as
much and declines at lesser grazing impacts than density; for three of
the seven species, the cover curve shows no increase at all. With a
few min0r exceptions, the mean height curves show decreases under all
grazing intensities. The increases in density coupled with the decreases in mean height suggest that increases in the number of young
stems (4ue to increased germination or vegetative propagation) under
light or moderate grazing are a common occurrence. This increased
natality probably results from increased light intensity at the soil
surface~

due to reduced herb cover (discussed below) as well as re-

ductions in the cover of some shrub species (see Fig. 14). The decreases in mean height may also be accounted for in part by reductions in the number of large stems, presumably as a result of higher
mortality due to browsing.

Plotted height-distributions such as

Fig. 6 donfirm that both types of change occur. Under heavier grazing the ;increased mortality overtakes the increased natality, and
density declines. The responses of cover probably result from inter61
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Fig. 7: Amelanchier alnifolia: logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed stands for density, cover and mean height, plotted
against the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 8: Corylus cornuta: logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed stands for density, cover and mean height, plotted
against the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 9:

Lonicera dioica: logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed
stands for density, cover and mean height, plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 10:

Rosa acicularis: logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed
stands for density, cover and mean height, plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 11:

Rubus strigosus: logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed
stands for density, cover and mean height, plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 12: Symphoricaraos albus: logarithmic changes from values in un-_
grazed stan s for density, cover and mean height, plotted
against the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 13:

Viburnum edule: logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed
stands for density, cover and mean height, plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 14:

Grazed stand showing exposure of the soil surface due to
overall reduction of plant cover.

action between the changes in density and the decreasing average size
of the stems.
The changes in height-weighted density (which is expected to
be more closely related to plant biomass than any of the previous three
measures) are shown in Figs. 15-17.

These curves form a good basis

for interspecific comparisons of overall response to grazing.

Fig. 15

shows two species that are decreasers across the range of grazing impacts, and which are both, it will be remembered, highly palatable to
cattle.

However Viburnum decreases at lighter grazing impacts and

attains much greater decreases than Amelanchier; possibly Amelanchier
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Fig. 15: Amelanchier alnifolia and Viburnum edule: logarithmic changes
from values in ungrazed stands for height-weighted density
(i.e. density of stems with each stem weighted by its height)
plotted against the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares
polynomials adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 16:

Rosa acicularis and Rubus strigosus: logarithmic changes
from values in ungrazed stands for height-weighted density
(i.e. density of stems with each stem weighted by its height)
plotted against the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares
polynomials adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 17: Corylus cornuta, Lonicera dioica and Symphoricarpos albus:
logarithmic changes from values in ungrazed stands for heightweighted density (i.e. density of stems with each stem ·
weighted by its height) plotted against the grazing gradient.
Curves are least-squares polynomials adjusted at left end to
intercept the origin.
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is more resistant to grazing because its greater maximum height places
more of its production out of the reach of cattle.
species that show more increaser tendency.

Fig. 16 shows two

Rosa shows modest increases

over about half of the grazing gradient, then declines, while Rubus
declines at a lighter grazing level than Rosa and ultimately decreases
to the same extent as Viburnum.
marked tendencies to increase.

Fig. 17 shows three species with more
For Corylus the large increase under

very light grazing is based on a single point and should be accepted
cautiously; the remainder of the curve shows very modest decreases
under moderate and heavy grazing. Symphoricarpos shows larger increases
than Rosa and Rubus and does not decline as much at the heavy end of
the scale, indicating that it is relatively resistant to grazing.
Lonicera shows huge increases under grazing, declining only at the
extreme right end of the gradient.

It should be remembered that these

changes are relative to the original abundance; Lonicera was not among
the most abundant species in any grazed stand. The largest increase
values result from invasions (i.e. contrasts in which Lonicera was not
recorded in the ungrazed stand), possibly indicating some capacity of
Lonicera to spread rapidly into habitat opened by the browsing of more
palatable species.
While the logarithmic change values were preferred for the
basic analysis, percentage changes have the advantage of being more
easily interpretable in terms of the actual quantities involved because
they are on a linear scale.

Fig. 18 shows the same grazing response

data in terms of percentage changes for six of the species (Lonicera
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Fig. 18:

Percentage changes fromvalues in ungrazed stands for heightweighted density (i.e. density of stems with each stem
weighted by its height) of six species, plotted against the
grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin; points are
omitted for clarity.
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is omitted because its increases are too large to be shown). The
points have been omitted for clarity. These curves make the increases,
especially for Corylus and Symphoricarpos, appear more dramatic as a
result of their additive rather than multiplicative basis {for
example, doubling of the original value would give twice as great
a difference on the vertical scale as halving, whereas in the logarithmic plots both changes would give the same vertical difference).
Another point of interest is the -100% point, indicating complete
elimination. Viburnum and Rubus approach this point first, while Rosa
reaches it at the extreme right end of the scale. Even the curve for
the relatively resistant Symphoricarpos crosses· -90%. Some of these
apparent extremes are artifacts of the fitted polynomials {the lowest
point for Rosa is actually -91%, and for Symphoricarpos -82%), but
Viburnum and Rubus were in fact eliminated in some stands. Several
of the curves turn up at the right end of the gradient, but I suspect
that a biological explanation is less likely than some effect of random variation on the curve-fitting calculation.
Some more general attributes of the grazed stands are plotted
against the grazing gradient in Fig. 19. The total height-weighted
density of all shrub species (including species eljminated from previous calculations by significance tests), which is an approximate
index of the total biomass of the shrub stratum, declines continuously
with increasing grazing impact. This may be surprising in view of the
fact that several of the individual species show marked tendencies to
increase. However it must be remembered that increases in small species
75
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Fig. 19:

Lo~arithmic

changes from values in ungrazed stands for total
he1ght-weighted density (i.e. density of stems with each
stem weighted by its height} of shrubs, number of shrub
species per stand, and herb cover. Curves are least-squares
polynomials adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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such as Symphoricarpos albus and Lonicera dioica, while they may be
great in proportion to the original abundance of these species, have
relatively less effect on total biomass, which is dominated by the
larger species.

Even the increases in the larger and more abundant

Rosa acicularis are not great enough to offset the general decline
in total height-weighted density.
The herb cover also declines continuously with increasing
grazing impact. This result would be expected based on the preference
of cattle for herbs, and also agrees with my field observations.

I

found that one of the surest signs of grazing, no matter how light,
was the breaking up of the dense layer of tall herbs (e.g. Epilobium
angustifolium, Aralia nudicaulis) which is so prominent in the understories of ungrazed stands.

It seems likely that cattle graze on

these palatable plants until they have reduced them considerably before shifting to the less preferred browse. The reduction of herb
cover probably has a significant effect on light intensity at the soil
surface, as was discussed earlier.
The number of shrub species recorded in each stand is relatively insensitive to grazing, but the curve suggests a slight increase over most of the gradient, with a decline only under the heaviest grazing impact.

5.3 Sensitivity ratings
To provide some measure of the grazing response of species
for which there are not enough values to plot on the ordination, and
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also to provide a basis for comparison with the preference ratings,
I devised a set of grazing sensitivity ratings by a method very
similar to that used to rate preference. Whereas in the preference
analysis I compared browse impact indices, in this case I compared the
logarithmic changes in height-weighted density of the different
species (Table 2). For the same reasons as before, I compared each
change value with the value for Rosa acicularis in the same stand;
for example, a higher value than Rosa•s would indicate more tendency
to increase or less tendency to decrease. Because the change values
were already logarithmic, simple differences between the values and
those of Rosa, averaged over all contrasts in which the species occurred, produced initial ratings similar to those for preference, again
dispersed around a zero-value for Rosa.

I then standardized these

ratings over the eight species common to them and the two sets of
preference ratings to place the three sets of ratings on a directly
comparable basis. The sensitivity ratings, along with the cattle preference ratings from Table 1 for comparison, are presented in Table 3.
For convenience in comparing the preference ratings, I have changed
the signs of the sensitivity ratings so that positive values represent
greater sensitivity (or more "decreaser tendency) and negative values
11

represent less sensitivity.
The order of the sensitivity ratings corresponds roughly with
the grazing responses indicated by the curves (Fig. 15-17) for the
seven species which were plotted. However there is obviously much
less detailed information in a single number; for example the higher
78

Table 3: Ratings of browse species for sensitivity to grazing and
preference by cattle (calculation explained in text)
S(2ecies

Sensitivitx

Amelanchier alnifolia

-0.091

Cornus stolonifera

Cattle Preference
1.156

3.925

Corxl us corn uta

-0.637

-0.190

Lonicera dioica

-1.858

-1.909

Lonicera invo1ucrata

-0.882

-0.422

Picea glauca

0.737

Prunus 12ensylvanica

1.238

Prunus virginiana

0.992

-4.677

Ribes hirtellum

0.766

Ri bes tri s te

0.255

Rosa acicu1aris

-0.206

0.290

Rubus strigosus

0.844

-1.068

Shepherdia canadensis

-1.603

-2.615

Symphoricarpos occidenta11s

-1.307

Vaccinium mxrtilloides

-4.211

-0.092

1.248

0.869

Viburnum edule
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sensitivity rating of Rubus strigosus compared to Amelanchier alnifolia
reflects the lower position (on average) of the curve of Rubus, but
does not show the tendency of Rubus to increase under light grazing
before beginning its marked decline, by contrast with the more conservative behaviour of Amelanchier.

Nevertheless, the ratings add

useful information on the less well represented species. Cornus
stolonifera, Picea glauca, Prunus pensylvanica, and Ribes hirtellum
join the list of strong decreasers, while Lonicera involucrata, Prunus
virginiana, Shepherdia canadensis, Symphoricarpos occidentalis, and
Vaccinium myrtilloides appear as strong increasers. The appearance of
Prunus virginiana in this second group is surprising since it is well
established in the literature as a highly palatable browse plant and
might be expected to behave similarly to

f.

pensylvanica;

f.

virginiana

was not common in my study area and the sensitivity rating is based on
a single contrast, so it may not be reliable.
The ratings also allow a comparison with cattle preference
ratings, the purpose being to assess the degree to which the sensitivity of species is explained by the levels of preferential browsing
on them.

There are many similarities but also many differences between

the two sets of values. Viburnum edule and Prunus pensylvanica are
sensitive and preferred; Cornus stolonifera is also very sensitive
and is probably preferred, since its preference rating for wildlife
is very high. Lonicera dioica, Shepherdia canadensis, and Symphoricarpos
albus are low in preference and insensitive (i.e. resistant) to grazing. On the other hand Rubus strigosus is very low in preference, yet
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it is sensitive to grazing. Similarly Picea glauca, which, although
it does not appear in the preference ratings, I observed to be
completely unbrowsed, appears as a decreaser.

Conversely, Amelanchier

alnifolia, Corylus cornuta and Rosa acicularis are all more resistant
to grazing than one would expect from their levels of preference.
The striking differences apparent from inspection of the ratings was
confirmed by a correlation test over the 11 species common to both
lists; the correlation coefficient was 0.427, which is not significant. Thus it appears that there must be other factors in the
biology of the species in addition to their palatability to cattle to
account for their responses to grazing. For example Rubus strigosus
may decline under grazing because its weak stem makes it susceptible
to trampling damage. Similarly Corylus cornuta and Amelanchier
alnifolia may be relatively resistant because of their tall, robust
growth-forms, Amelanchier in particular commonly attaining heights
beyond the reach of cattle. Similar interactions between growth-form
and vulnerability to physical damage are suggested by Weatherill and
Keith (1969).

5.4 Literature comparisons
There is little literature with which these results on the
grazing responses of shrub species can be compared; the only similar
studies in the same forest region are those of Sidhu (1965) and
Weatherill and Keith (1969). Sidhu presents curves for Amelanchier
alnifolia and Rosa acicularis which indicate some sort of decreasing
81

behaviour along a grazing gradient.

Rosa woodsii and Symphoricarpos

occidentalis (both of which are uncommon in my more northern study
area) show marked increases along the gradient. Sidhu also presents
"grazing resistibility numbers .. (similar in purpose to my sensitivity
ratings) which indicate Amelanchier alnifolia, Rosa acicularis and
and Rubus strigosus to be decreasers, while Cornus stolonifera and
Symphoricarpos occidentalis appear as increasers. My results agree
with Sidhu's inasmuch as Amelanchier, Rosa and Rubus all decrease in
at least part of the gradient, but any more exact comparison is impossible. Symphoricarpos occidentalis is resistant to grazing by both
sets of ratings. However Sidhu's rating for Cornus is exactly opposite
to mine, which is admittedly based on only one contrast.
In Weatherill and Keith's results, the following species
are all decreasers (defined in their study as species which declined
under both light and heavy grazing): Rosa spp., Viburnum edule,
Symphoricarpos occidentalis, Amelanchier alnifolia, Rubus strigosus,
Cornus stolonifera, Prunus pensylvanica, and f. virginiana.
dioica and

h·

Lonicera

involucrata (as well as Salix spp. and Ribes spp.)

increased under light but not heavy grazing, while only Alnus spp.
increased under all levels of grazing. These results agree in some
general features with mine(for instance the relative resistance to
grazing of Lonicera spp.) but they

sugg~st

a greater overall tendency

to decrease; in my study Rosa, Rubus, and Symphoricarpos {albus) show
varying tendencies to increase under light grazing before declining
under heavier impacts.

Possibly these tendencies do not appear in
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Weatherill and Keith•s data because of some difference in the range of
grazing impact represented, or because they have been obliterated
by the averaging of stands into broad classes. Another point of
interest in their data is the general decline in height with grazing for most species, similar to my results. They also found that
total shrub cover decreases significantly with increased grazing,
which is probably comparable to my result for total height-weighted
density, even though the measure is different.
With regard to herbaceous species my data are very limited,
so only superficial comparisons are possible. Sidhu concluded that
most native herbs increase under grazing. Weatherill and Keith, on
the other hand, found that the species were more nearly divided among
those reaching their maximum abundance under no grazing, light grazing, and heavy grazing. They generalize that grazing tends to replace
the tall species with shorter and often exotic species, and report
Epilobium angustifolium and Aralia nudicaulis to be decreasers, which
agrees with my subjective impression. Unfortunately it is not possible
to make comparisons with my conclusion of an overall decrease in
herbaceous cover; neither study made this sort of analysis, and both
measured the abundance of the herb species by frequency in quadrats,
a measure which is probably poorly related to cover (and biomass)
(Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974).
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6.

6.1

RELATION Of GRAZING RESPONSES TO BROWSE PRODUCTION

Estimation of production changes
I related changes in the abundance of shrub species to browse

production by independent samples relating production per stem to
height and browse-impact class, as was described earlier.

Figs. 20-

23 show the production-height relationship for unbrowsed stems of four
species.

I fitted lines to the points using a computer program which

calculates linear regression and six different transformations.

In

all cases I selected the regression which yielded the highest value of
r 2. I have also plotted a second curve for Viburnum edule, the purpose
of which will be explained later. All regressions are highly significant (P

<

0.01).

While the linear regression provided the best fit in only one
case, most of the curves (except for the exponential curve for
Viburnum) are nearly linear. Moreover all of the sets of points could
have been described reasonably well by a linear regression, as shown
in Table 4. The r 2 values are markedly lower for the linear regressions in the cases of Amelanchier and Rosa, but all linear regressions
are significant at the 5% level.

The intercepts of these linear

regressions are all fairly close to zero, which is the "true" value
of production for zero height (an advantage of the power curves shown
on the graphs for three of the four species is that they intercept
the origin by definition). The point of this comparison is that it
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Fig. 20:

Annual twig production per stem as a function of stem height
for Amelanchier alnifolia (n = 127).
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Fig. 21: Annual twig production per stem as a function of stem height
for Corylus cornuta (n = 99).
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Fig. 22: Annual twig production per stem as a function of stem height for
Rosa acicularis (n = 66}.
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Fig. 23: Annual twig production per stem as a function of stem height
for Viburnum edule (n = 92}. Regressions based on two transformatlons shown (see explanation in text).
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Table 4:

Comparisons of best fits with linear regressions for
production-height relationships

Best fit

Linear regression
InterceQt
r2

Tx~e

r2

Amelanchier alnifolia

Power

0.651

0.480

-0.253

Corylus cornuta

Linear

0.680

0.680

-0.402

Rosa acicularis

Power

0.454

0.314

-0.067

Viburnum edule

Exponen0.597
tial

0.564

-0.308

S~ecies

suggests that the production-height relationships of all four species
could at least be approximated by a linear function with an intercept
of zero, in other words, direct proportionality. This approximation
is useful because it allows a comparison between changes in browseproduction per unit area across a fence-line contrast and changes in
height-weighted density, as shown below:
P.

= K H;
P = E• P., = K t• H.1

Pi

1

HWD
P

1

H.

1

1

=
=

production of·ith stem
height of ith stem

= Zi H.1

K = proportiionality constant

= K HWD

P = total production in 30 quadrats

log ~
Pug

HWD = total height-weighted density
in 30 quadrats
Subscripts:
g = grazed

= log K HW0 9

K HWDug
= log HW0 9
HWDug
log ~ = log Hmrg
Pug

HWDug

ug
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= ungrazed

Subject to these assumptions, the logarithmic changes in production
per unit area would in fact be identical to the logarithmic changes
in height-weighted density.

This means that the curves already pre-

sented for changes in height-weighted density along the grazing gradient, as well as the sensitivity ratings (Table 3), can be taken as
approximations of the corresponding results for browse production.
Assuming that these approximations are equally valid for species other
than the four for which production was

sampl~ed,

it is therefore possi-

ble to draw conclusions on the responses of browse production for
all species, rather than being limited to the four species sampled.
In order to assess the amount of error introduced by estimating production changes in this way, I wrote a program to do more exact
calculations for the four sampled species. Using the regression which
provided the best fit for each species, the program computed the production estimate per stem for the mid-point of each height-class.

It

then used these values in combination with the density by height-classes
of the species in each stand to estimate the production per unit area
for the stand.

I then calculated the logarithmic changes in produc-

tion per unit area from ungrazed to grazed stands, and compared them
to the corresponding log. changes in height-weighted density.
For each species, the two types of change values were highly
correlated. Calculated r-values are as follows:

Amelanchier, 0.949;

Corylus, 0.995; Rosa, 1.000; Viburnum, 0.953 (P ~ 0.01 in all cases).
This suggests that the trend of production changes was very similar
to that of height-weighted density changes. However paired t-tests
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between the two sets of data showed significant differences for three
of the four species (Corylus, P < 0.05; Rosa and Vfburnum, P < 0.01).
In combination with the high correlations obtained, this suggests that
the response curves for production per unit area and height-weighted
density are parallel but spaced apart vertically.

However the mean

differences from the paired t-tests were as follows:

Amelanchier,

-0.034 (i.e. production change lower than height-weighted density
change); Cor.xlus, -0.060; Rosa, -0.022; Viburnum, 0.319.

Comparison

of the first three of these mean difference values with the vertical
scale of the height-weighted density plots (Figs. 15-17) shows that
these differences, albeit statistically significant, are so small that
plots of production changes would be scarcely distinguishable from the
plots of height-weighted density.
The mean difference value for Viburnum was somewhat larger,
but closer examination of the data strongly suggested that this was
an artifact of the particular regression used. The exponential curve
for Viburnum (Fig. 23) provides a good overall fit to the points, but
intercepts the ordinate at 0.17 rather than at the true intercept
11

of zero.

11

Thus there is an over-estimate of the production per stem

for the first two or three height-classes which appears small, but
which had a large effect on the change values obtained.

In the more

heavily grazed stands Viburnum tended to be reduced almost entirely
to these height-classes (Fig. 6 is an example), so that the high perstem production values caused over-estimates (probably several-fold)
of the production per unit area for these stands. As a result the
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production decreases are less than they should be. Therefore I substituted the power curve (Fig. 23),which intercepts the origin and
so should give closer estimates for the lowest height-classes, in the
production calculations for Viburnum. The use of the power curve would
appear to cause more error in the production estimates of the larger
stems, since the exponential curve is obviously a better fit to the
higher points on the graph; however in actual fact the curves only
diverge markedly above about 160 em, and Viburnum stems above this
heigh.t were recorded only occasionally in the contrast sampling. The
recalculation changed the mean difference between production changes
and height-weighted density changes to -0.062, and the paired t-test
on these values was not significant. Assuming that the above explanation is sound, the evidence thus indicates that for all species the
height-weighted density curves are extremely close approximations to
the responses of browse production per unit area along the grazing
gradient. Therefore the conclusions that have already been reached
from Figs. 15-17 will be taken to apply to browse production as well.
It may be noted that the regression for Corylus (Fig. 21) errs
in the opposite direction to the exponential curve for Viburnum, and
intercepts the ordinate at -0.402. That this did not cause similar
problems in the Corylus production estimates is probably explained
by the fact that the smallest height-classes formed a much smaller
proportion of Corylus populations than was the case with Viburnum,
even under heavy grazing (see height response of Corylus, Fig. 8).
It is interesting that the four mean differences (including
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the recalculated figure for Viburnum) are all negative.

I suspect

that this is because most of the best-fit regressions (all except the
linear regression for Corylus) are concave upwards and therefore tend
to give relatively high values for the production of the tallest stems
(although the actual production of these stems is higher still judging by the plotted points).

Height-weighted density, by contrast,

is by definition linearly related to height, so when it is used to
estimate production it tends to under-weight the contribution of the
tallest stems, the production of which departs upwards from the assumed
linear relationship.

Therefore when heights decrease across a fence-

line contrast, the production estimates from the best-fit regressions
are reduced more than the height-weighted density values are, and so
the log. changes are lower for the production estimates. The small
size of the differences between the two sets of value is probably
explained by the fact that stems of the greatest heights, at which the
difference between the two measures would be most noticeable, are
relatively uncommon in the sampled populations.

6.2 Browse impact effects
The above analysis has considered only the effect of height
on browse production. To assess the effect of past browsing on production, I collected an independent sample of browsed plants in a
single height-class for each of three species.

Fig. 24 shows the

mean and 95% confidence limits of browse production per stem by browse
impact class. The values for class A(unbrowsed plants) are the re93
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Rosa acicularis

(60-70 em height class)
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C

Corylus

DSE
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(80-90 em height class)
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E

AmB/onchier alnifolia

(80-90 em height class)

BROWSE IMPACT CLASS

Fig. 24:

Effect of browse impact class on twig production by stems of a
representative height for each of three species. Mean and 95%
confidence limits for each class shown; some classes grouped or
omitted due to small samples. Class'A' values are the regression estimates for the mid-point of the height-class (Figs. 2022); other values are from independent samples.
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gression estimate and the confidence limits of this estimate for the
mid-point of the height-class, from the production-height relationships already discussed. The values for the other classes are based
on the independent samples. The sampling method was simply to gather
a large number of browsed plants of each species, so the sample size
for each browse impact class was a matter of chance. The sample
sizes shown in Table 5 explain why only classes A and C appear for
Rosa acicularis and classes

0

and

E

are combined for Corylus cornuta

in Fig. 24.

Table 5: Sample sizes for production of browsed stems.

Browse Impact
Class

Rosa acicularis

Corxlus cornuta

Amelanchier alnifolia

B

1

39

17

c

60

19

22

0

0

12

20

E

0

3

6

The estimated twig production by unbrowsed stems declines from
Rosa through Corxlus to Amelanchier, but the difference between Rosa
and Corxlus is not significant (of course the data in Fig. 24 are for
a lower height-class for Rosa than for the other two, but the confidence limits for the 80-90 em height-class for Rosa also overlapped
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those for Corylus). Within each species, browsing generally caused
a decline in twig production: all of the classes of browsed stems
sampled were significantly lower in production than the unbrowsed
stems for Rosa and Corylus, while for Amelanchier only the differences
for classes D and E were significant. Within the classes of browsed
stems, the Amelanchier means decline continuously with higher browse
impact, while the Corylus means show the opposite trend. However
these trends may not be genuine.

It will be recalled from the des-

cription of methods that I substituted a mean twig weight for twigs
that had been browsed in the current growing season. The number of
such twigs per stem increased from class B through to class E for
Corylus; for Amelanchier the trend was less definite, but the numbers
tended to decline with higher browse impact classes. Therefore overestimates of the mean twig-weights for both species could have produced the apparent difference in trend between Corylus and Amelanchier.
While the exact trends in production are obscured by the approximate methods used, the data in Fig. 24 do indicate some sort of
decrease in production due to browsing for each of the three species,
and there is no evidence of stimulation of production under browsing.
Moreover, the errors in the method are probably in the direction of
over-estimates of the production of the browsed classes, if, as was
suggested earlier, the mean twig-weights used were over-estimates.
These results are opposite to the general conclusion for long-term
clipping experiments that shrubs are resistant to, and even stimulated
by, some level of browsing.

However it must be remembered that most
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of these studies, even when they involved the same species (e.g.
Amelanchier alnifolia), dealt with open-grown plants in the western
rangelands. The recovery of plants from defoliation depends on the
levels of available carbohydrates stored in the remainder of the
plant (Heady 1975). The shaded shrubs in the present study may have
more marginal carbohydrate reserves than open-grown plants. However two studies (Aldous 1952, Wolff 1978) have reported increases
in production under browsing for some forest understory shrubs, so
the explanation for the entirely negative effects in my results remains unclear. Another contributing factor may have been a difference
in seasonal distribution of browsing; for example McConnell and Smith
(1977) state that spring and early summer browsing causes more reduction in plant vigour than late summer and fall browsing. The plants
I collected were browsed by cattle during the growing season, while
some of the cited studies involved clipping or browsing in the dormant
season (Aldous 1952, Garrison 1953, Wolff 1978). Also Young and Payne's
(1948) study, which was exceptional in finding decreases in
Amelanchier and Rosa production under all levels of browsing, was
a livestock-oriented study using summer clipping.

It may be that the

general conclusion of shrub resistance to browsing is more relevant
to wildlife browsing concentrated in the winter than to summer-only
cattle browsing.

Finally, some factor other than browsing may have

contributed to the negative response in my results. The physical
effects of cattle on the soil which were documented in the literature
review could have affected the growth of the plants that I sampled,
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whereas these effects would be absent from artificial clippi·ng experiments and from most wildlife browsing.
The browse impact-production data are very incomplete, and
there is no convenient way of compensating for the effect of browse
impact on the production results for all species. Nevertheless, it
was of interest to determine the magnitude of the alterations that
would result from incorporating this effect.

I assumed that the

relationships among browse-impact classes determined for a single
height-class in each species (Fig. 24) would also apply to other heights.
I expressed the effect of a given browse-impact class as the ratio of
the mean production for that class to the mean for class A (unbrowsed
plants). To simplify the calculations I used a single ratio for each
species.

For Rosa, I assumed that class B would be unchanged from

class A, and that the ratio for class C would also apply to classes
D and E.

For Corylus I used a single ratio for classes B-E based on

the mean of production over all four classes. For Amelanchier I
assumed that classes B and C were unchanged from class A (since the
differences were not significant), and used the same ratio for classes
D and E based on the mean over these two classes. To illustrate the
use of these ratios to estimate the effect of browse impact on perunit-area production changes from ungrazed to grazed stands, I present
below an actual example calculation (Corylus cornuta in contrast #15):
- Browse class distributions:
ungrazed
grazed

A
73
18
98

B

c

D

E

9

0

0

7

2

0
0

42

Total
82
69

- %of stems subject to reduction in production:
ungrazed:

9/82

grazed:

X

100

51/69 X 100

= 11.0%
= 73.9%

- ratio by which production is reduced (calculated from data
in Fig. 24): 0.556.
- stand reductions (%of original production estimate for stand):
ungrazed:

(89.0%) + (11.0% X 0.556)

= 95.1%

grazed:

(26.1%) + (73.9%

= 67.2%

X

0.556)

- change from ungrazed to grazed due to increasing browse impact:
67.2%/95.1%

=

log. change

= -0.151

0.707

The final figures represent the change in production per unit area
from the ungrazed to the grazed stand solely due to changes in the
distribution of browse-impact classes, independent of changes in density and height-distribution. The changes in production per unit area
related to density and height-distribution are estimated by the log.
changes in height-weighted density (Figs. 15-17). Thus the effect of
incorporating changes due to browse impact can be obtained simply by
adding the log. change from the above calculation to the log. change
in height-weighted density. Table 6 shows the results for those contrasts in which the browse-impact class distributions totalled at
least 40 stems in both stands. The effect of the incorporating the
changes due ·to browse impact varies among the species.

For Amelanchier

the values for change due to browse impact(first column)are very small,
and their effect on the overall change values (third column) is
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Table 6:

Effects of changes due to browse impact on production change estimates

Contrast

Change due to
browse impact

log. change in
height-weighted density

Sum of the two
components of change

Rosa acicu1aris

0
0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
Mean
Amelanchier a1nifolia
11
13
14
Mean
Corl!Y! cornuta
6
9
14
15
Mean

-0.214
-0.205
-0.127
-0.026
-0.079
-0.102
0
-0.087
-0.003
0
-0.060
-0.079
-0.064
-0.080

0.109
-0.983
-0.345
-0.145
0.086
-0.449
0.235
-0.311
0.247
-0.314
0.083
0.109

-0.374
0.004
0.045

0
-0.006
0.017

-0.532
-0.124

-0.532
-0.130
0.017

-0.201
-0.240
-0.212
-0.151
-0.201

-0.030
-0.046
-0.198
-0.216

0.004

0

0

-0.105
-1 .188
-0.472
-0.171
0.007
-0.551
o-~235

-0.398
0.244
0

-0.231
-0.286
-0.410
-0.367

negligible.

The values in the first column tend to be larger for

Rosa, but most of them (as well as the average of all of them) are
modest compared to the scale of Figs. 15-17. A curve fitted to the
values in the third column for Rosa was not much different in shape
from the height-weighted density plot (Fig. 16), although it tended
to be lower by about the same amount as the average of values in the
first column. Corylus showed the largest changes due to browse impact;
changes in the height-weighted density plots of this scale would have
had a somewhat more noticeable effect.
In summary, the increases in browse impact from ungrazed to
grazed stands had a definite effect on estimates of changes in production. Unfortunately there is not sufficient data to incorporate this
effect in the overall results. However the magnitude of the changes
shown in the above analysis suggests that the omission of this effect
did not cause gross distortions in the response curves. The plotted
changes in height-weighted density are probably reasonably good estimates of the responses of twig production along the grazing gradient,
although they should be taken as "upper limits of the positions of the
11

true curves; both the analysis of production-height relationships
and the analysis of production-browse impact relationships suggest
that more exact calculations based on more complete data would yield
curves that were lower in position, so that the increases would be
somewhat smaller and the decreases somewhat larger.
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6.3 Limits of availability of browse
Some uncertainty is introduced into the estimation of production changes by the problem of the upper height limit of browse
availability. Telfer and Scatter (1975) and Hunt (1977) used an
upper limit of 8 feet (2.44 m) for wild ungulates in boreal aspen
forests (presumably the limit for cattle would be lower}.

In studies

aimed directly at measuring browse production, the appropriate method
would be to include twigs up to this height, regardless of the total
height of the stem on which they were growing. However my measurements were based on total height because my primary concern was the
population responses of the shrub species.

In the height-weighted

density calculations, each stem was weighted by the mid-point of its
height-class up to the highest class measured (3.00-3.10 m), while
stems above this height were treated as though they were in the next
height-class (3.10-3. 20m). This arbitrary procedure was necessary
because of the impracticability of measuring the greater heights, but
is also reasonable if one assumes that the additional browse produced
by the taller stems would be unavailable to browsers. Unfortunately
by making this assumption at 3.10 m I included as available browse
stems above the upper limit of availability accepted by the previous
authors; but I could not simply lower my limit to 2.44 m, because stems
with a total height between 2.44 m and 3.10 m had many twigs below
the 2.44 m limit. Moreover this limit is not clearcut, since moose
very commonly ride down and break off stems that have twigs beyond
their reach, and Wetzel et al. (1975) used an upper limit of 3.05 m
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for deer browse in Minnesota.

In summary there are so many variables

that it is impossible to completely resolve this problem, and there
are bound to be errors resulting from it. Fortunately a relatively
small proportion of the data is affected; of the species for which
data are presented in Table 2, only Amelanchier alnifolia, Picea glauca,
and Prunus pensylvanica ever grew above 2.44 m, and most of the browse
was available to all species, including cattle.
Another limit which has a great effect on the availability of
browse to the wild ungulates is created by the depth of snow in winter.
The studies cited above used a lower limit for winter browse of 2 feet
(61 em). Because height changes were so prominent in my results, I
recalculated the estimates of production changes (i.e. height-weighted
density changes) on the basis of above-snow browse production only,
eliminating from the calculation all stems below the snow-depth.

In

order that any errors in assessing the effects of this change should
be on the conservative side, I used a somewhat lower snow depth of
50 em and also ignored the fact that some twigs on stems above this
height would be below the snow.
The recalculated changes are plotted in Figs. 25-27 which can
be compared to the original plots in Figs. 15-17. Amelanchier alnifolia
and Viburnum edule (Fig. 25) show greater decreases when only abovesnow production is considered, especially Viburnum which is shorter
and tends to be reduced to the lowest height-classes under grazing.
Even more interesting is Fig. 26 which shows that the increases of
total production of Rosa acicularis and Rubus strigosus under light
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Fig. 25: Amelanchier alnifolia and Viburnum edule: logarithmic changes
from values in ungrazed stands for height-weighted density
(i.e. density of stems with each stem weighted by its height}
including only stems above snow-level (50 em), plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 26:

Rosa acicularis and Rubus strigosus: logarithmic changes
from values in ungrazed stands for height-weighted density
(i.e. density of stems with each stem weighted by its height)
including only stems above snow-level (50 em), plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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Fig. 27:

Corylus cornuta and S~phoricarfos albus: logarithmic changes
from values in ungraze stands or height-weighted density
(i.e. density of stems with each stem weighted by its height)
including only stems above snow-level (50 em), plotted against
the grazing gradient. Curves are least-squares polynomials
adjusted at left end to intercept the origin.
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grazing (Fig. 16) are virtually absent in the case of above-snow production; this agrees with the earlier conclusion that most of the
increases in species-abundance result from increased numbers of small
plants. The decreases of these species, especially Rosa, are also
greater by this calculation.

In Fig. 27, the curve for Corylus

cornuta is little changed from the original plot, probably because
grazing had relatively less effect on the height-distribution of this
species than most others (Fig. 8). Symphoricarpos albus appears inexplicably to increase more under light grazing, then decrease more
under heavy grazing when only above-snow production is considered;
however the points for Symphoricarpos are much more widely scattered
in Fig. 27 than in Fig. 17, and it may be that the 50 em height
restriction eliminated so much of the data for this short species
that the values are less significant statistically than the original
values (no separate significance tests were performed on the recalculated values). The restriction completely eliminated the data
for the even shorter Lonicera dioica in several stands, so it could
not be plotted in Fig. 27.
The estimates of production changes by the original heightweighted density curves showed that many species(although apparently
not the most palatable ones)produce more browse as a result of light
grazing. This is obviously significant for cattle, as well as for
wild browsers in summer, since the decreasing overall height of the
browse is not a factor (actually it might give some advantage to
cattle, which normally feed at ground level, over moose, which are
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poorly adapted anatomically for feeding on low plants). However the
above analysis has shown that the supply of winter browse is much less
likely to increase under light grazing because of the increasing
proportion of the stems which are buried by snow. Moreover the decreases of the palatable species, and of all species under heavy
grazing, are more marked for winter browse than for total browse for
the sare reason.

The extent of the difference varies among species

because of differences among them in the degree to which grazing
alters the height-distribution.
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7.

SOME EXAMPLE CONTRASTS

The analysis of responses to grazing in the preceding sections
has been entirely in terms of relative changes rather than absolute
quantities, because of the need to eliminate the effects of intrinsic
differences in species-abundance among different sites.

In order to

give some impression of the range of this intrinsic variation, as well
as of the magnitude of the quantities involved (especially of production of browse) I present data for several fence-line contrasts by
way of example (Table 7).
The general information presented for each contrast includes
the topographic position of the stands {described from plotted profiles}, the average cattle stocking rate (in terms of Animal Unit
Equivalents) in the grazed stand from records and interviews, and the
ordination index for the grazed stand on the grazing gradient. Comparison of these index values with the horizontal scale of the various
grazing gradient graphs will show that these five contrasts represent
the whole range of grazing impact, including the least heavily grazed
stand {contrast #8) and the most heavily grazed (contrast #3).

Mean

height-weighted density values are presented for each of the major species
as well as for shrubs as a whole, to permit comparisons of speciesabundances among stands; these values are in centimeters per square
meter and should be interpreted as the sum of the stem-heights on the
square meter.

Finally an attempt is made to estimate the twig pro109

Table 7:

Summaries of species-abundance and twig production for several
example fence-line contrasts (arranged in order of increasing
grazing impact)

Contrast #8
Topog. position:
Stocking rate:
Grazing gradient index:

Species

upper position on gentle slope (5-10%)
30.8 ac/A.U.E. (12.5 ha/A.U.E.)
.327
All heights
ungrazed
grazed

Above snow only
ungrazed
grazed

Height-wei9hted 2
density {em m- ):
Lonicera dioica

0

82.2

0

0

Ri bes tri ste

17.3

12.0

0

0

Rosa acicularis

89.8

154.2

28.1

49.4

Rubus strigosus

59.1

68.9

26.2

16.9

Viburnum edu1e

269.0

186.9

165.0

25.4

Other species

37.1

25.0

31.5

15.8

472.3

529.2

250.8

107.5

Total

%change

-57.1%

12.0%

Twig production (g m- 2):
Rosa acicularis

1.39

2.41

0.46

0.81

Viburnum edule

2.33

1.60

1.44

0.22

Other species (approx.)

0.93

1.53

0.49

0.28

Total

4.65

5.54

2.39

1 .31

%change

19.1%
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-45.2%

Table 7: (cont'd):

Contrast #14
Topog. position:
Stocking rate:
Grazing gradient index:

Species

top of abrupt ridge (side-slopes 20-25%)
61.2 ac/A.U.E. (24.8 ha/A.U.E.)
.817
A11 heights
ungrazed
grazed

Above snow onlx
ungrazed
grazed

Height-weighted 2
density (em m- ):
Amelanchier alnifolia

156.4

154.2

126.6 '

Corylus cornuta

924.5

585.4

842.8

525.4

Prunus pensy1vanica

198.1

100.5

192.9

90.0

Rosa acicu1aris

136.4

165.0

59.4

53.5

46.8

183.7

0.9

11.5

0

44.7

0

0

224.0

30.8

54.1

17.4

1686.2

1264.3

1276.7

797.5

Symphoricarpos albus
Vaccinium myrti11oides
Other species
Total
%change

99.7

-37.5%

-25.0%

Twig production (g m- 2):
Ame1anchier alnifolia

0.56

0.42

0.50

0.33

Corylus cornuta

9.79

5.45

9.51

5.23

Rosa acicularis

2.16

2.55

0.99

0.88

Other species {approx.)

3.82

2.93

2.11

1.01

16.33

11.35

13.11

7.45

Total
% change

-30.5%
111

-43.2%

Table 7: (cont'd):

Contrast #13
Topog. position:
Stocking rate:
Grazing gradient index:

Species

nearly level (slope 0-3%)
26.3 ac/A.U.E. (10.6 ha/A.U.E.)
1.468
All heights
grazed
ungrazed

Above snow
ungrazed

onl~
gra~ed

Height-weighted 2
density (em m- ):
319.4

239.8

200.2

156.3

Lonicera dioica

5.5

13.8

0

0

Rosa acicularis

224.4

108.8

72.9

0

Shepherdia canadensis

26.1

65.4

17.1

41.9

Symphoricarpos albus

33.0

43.3

0

0

Viburnum edule

68.9

3.7

27.9

0

Other species

54.5

29.8

48.2

26.0

731.8

504.6

366.3

224.2

Amelanchier alnifolia

Total
%change

-38.8%

-31.0%

Twig production (g m-2):
Amelanchier alnifolia

0.94

0.73

0. 71

0.58

Rosa acicularis

3.52

1. 58

1.20

0

Viburnum edule

0.60

0.03

0.24

0

Other species (approx.)

0.97

1. 24

0.56

0.58

Total

6.03

3.58

2.71

1.16

%change

-40.6%
112

-57.2%

Table 7: (cont'd):

Contrast #7
Topog. position:
Stocking rate:
Grazing gradient index:

Species

lower position on gentle slope (3-7%)
61.2 ac/A.U.E. (24.8 ha/A.U.E.)
1.886
A11 heights
ungrazed
grazed

Above snow only
ungrazed
~razed

Height-weighted 2
density (em m- ):
Rosa acicu1aris

121.5

43.2

78.5

6.3

Rubus strigosus

224.7

23.0

72.7

0

Viburnum edule

155.8

11.2

99.9

1•1

Other species

58.1

152.4

33.5

138.9

560.1

229.8

284.6

146.3

Total

%change

-48.6%

-59.0%

Twig production (g m- 2):
Rosa acicularis

1.96

0.66

1.30

0.10

Viburnum edule

1.35

0.10

0.88

0.01

Other species (approx.)

2.31

1.43

0.91

1.18

Total

5.62

2.19

3.09

1.29

%change

-61.0%

113

-58.3%

Table 7: (cont'd):

Contrast #3
Topog. position:
Stocking rate:
Grazing gradient index:

S12ecies

nearly level (slope 0-3%)
18.3 ac/A.U.E. (7.4 ha/A.U.E.)
2.82
All heights
ungrazed
grazed

Above snow onll
grazed
ungrazed

Height-weighted 2
density (em m- ):
3.1

0

30.2

217.0

0

19.0

0.7

8.3

0

116.3

30.0

5.7

0

Viburnum edule

55.6

2.0

44.6

0

Other species

80.1

20.9

69.5

11.0

591.3

83.8

348.2

11.0

Lonicera dioica

30.1

0

Rosa acicu1aris

290.2

Rubus strigosus
Symphoricarpos albus

Total
%change

-96.8%

-85.8%

Twig production {g m-2):
Rosa acicularis

4.79

0.43

3.66

0

Viburnum edu1e

0.49

0.02

0.39

0

Other species

2.05

0.42

0.74

0.09

Total

7.33

0.87

4.79

0.09

%change

-88.1%

114

-98.1%

duction per unit area in each stand.

It will be remembered that there

are data for this purpose for only four species; the changes in production could be estimated for all species from changes in heightweighted density, but not the absolute production values. Therefore
any estimates of production by species other than the four intensively
sampled ones must be based on the grossest of approximations, as will
be seen below •. It is for this reason that I have not presented these
production estimates among my principal results, but rather in these
examples as a means of showing the approximate magnitude of the
quantities involved.
The method of estimating twig production per unit area was
as follows:

For each of the four intensively studied species, I

calculated the ratio of height-weighted density to the browse production estimate (calculated earlier from best-fit regressions and
density by height-classes--see sec. 6.1) for each stand in which the
species occurred.

I then took the geometric mean of these ratios for

each species, and then the geometric mean of the four mean ratios.
The result was an average proportionality constant relating the heightweighted density value in a stand to the corresponding browse-production value.

I calculated a separate constant for above-snow height-

weighted density and browse production.

In the example contrasts, for

Amelanchier, Corylus, Rosa and Viburnum I listed the production estimates calculated earlier.

I then applied the average proportionality

constant to the remaining height-weighted density (i.e. of all other
species) to estimate their production per unit area and summed the
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various estimates to obtain the overall production estimate for the
stand.

This estimate does not take into account the effect of browse-

impact on production.
Obviously there are enormous errors inherent in this procedure.
The relationship of height-weighted density to production is unique to
each species (for example the calculated mean ratios varied from 64.42
for Rosa to 291.74 for Amelanchier, corresponding to the relatively
higher production relative to height of Rosa) and there is no way of
knowing whether the average of the four particular species studied is
appropriate to shrub species in general, or to the complement of species
in any particular stand. The only redeeming feature is that these four
species, for which the estimates are presumably relatively accurate,
frequently account for a good part of the height-weighted density in
each stand. Again I emphasize the extremely approximate nature of
these production values and the merely illustrative purpose for which
they are intended.
The main points of interest in the data in Table 7 are the
following.

First the height-weighted density values show the range of

variation in the species-composition of ungrazed stands; for example, the most abundant species is different for each ungrazed stand.
Moreover the total ungrazed height-weighted density of shrubs varies
considerably:

the stands dominated by Rosa, Rubus and Viburnum (contrasts 8, 7 and 3) have the lowest values (470-590 em m- 2), then the
Amelanchier-dominated stand (contrast #13) with about 730 em m- 2,
whereas the Corylus-dominated stand (contrast 14) is much higher
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(1690 em m- 2). Similarly the estimated twig production is between 4.6
and 7.3 g m- 2 for the ungrazed stands in contrasts 8, 13, 7 and 3,
but over 16 g m- 2 for contrast #14. The corresponding values for
above-snow twig production show a range for the less productive
stands of roughly 2.4 to 4.8 g m- 2, and 13.1 g m- 2 for the Corylusdominated stand.

By comparison Telfer and Scatter (1975) working in

Alberta aspen forests found an average production of winter browse
(between 0.61 and 2.44 min height) of about 7.4 g m- 2 {my calculation
from their figures).

Wetzel et al. (1975) found the winter browse

production (0.61 - 3.05 m) in Minnesota aspen stands to be 3.6 g m- 2,
about the same as the low range of stands in my results.

But they

also state that the average winter browse production of Corylus cornuta
in dense stands is 2.2 g m- 2, which is much less than my corresponding
value for Corylus in a dense stand (contrast #14) of 9.51 g m- 2•
While my study did not focus directly on environmental determinants of species-composition, some of the

variat~on

obviously correlated with topographic position.

noted above is

The stands with dense

shrub understories dominated by Corylus cornuta (such as contrast #14)
tend to be located on the crests of ridges and knolls, the
tions in the morainic topography.

dti~st

posi-

The stands in the same area in

intermediate and lower topographic positions {such as contrasts 8, 7
and 3) have lower total shrub biomass and greater proportions of Rosa
acicularis, Viburnum edule, Rubus strigosus and other species. A
small group of stands including contrast #13 are also in intennediate
topographic positions, and yet are distinct from the previous group
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because of the predominance of Amelanchier alnifolia. The only
distinguishing environmental feature which I could detect for this
latter group of stands was that they are all on the southern edge of
the Provincial Forest, which suggests some macroclimatic effect.
With regard to the changes due to grazing shown by the data
in Table 7, the general patterns correspond to the results of the
gradient analysis of grazing effects. The only new information in
Table 7 is provided by the estimated absolute values for twig production, as well as the percentage changes shown for total twig production.

These latter figures show an increase in total twig pro-

duction (although not in above-snow twig production) under the lightest grazing (contrast #8) followed by declines which are greater with
successively heavier grazing impacts. The absolute values give a
good impression of the very low levels of production under heavy
grazing, especially when only above-snow production is considered.
The absolute values also demonstrate clearly why it was necessary to
base the analysis of grazing effects on relative values; for example,
even after the reduction due to grazing, the total twig production
in the grazed stand of contrast #14 was much greater than the production in any ungrazed stand.
It may also be noted in Table 7 that the stocking rates for
the contrasts are poorly related to their grazing gradient index
values. Reasons for expecting recorded stocking rates to be imprecise measures of gra·zing impact on individual stands were discussed
earlier. In the data in Table 7, for example, the lightly grazed
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contrast #8 has a higher stocking rate (i.e. fewer ha/A.U.E.) than
the heavily grazed contrast #7; this is explained by the fact that
both were in very large grazing units, and contrast #8 was in a fairly
remote part of its unit while contrast #7 was about 200 m from the
only gate leading into its unit.

However it was possible to very

roughly relate recorded stocking rates to grazing impact by assuming
that the records for the smallest grazing units would give the best
indication of the grazing impact on stands sampled within them. There
were three contrasts involving grazing units of 1 mi 2 (2.6 km 2) or less:
contrasts 3 and 13 (shown in Table 7), and contrast #5, which had a
grazing gradient index of 0.512 and a stocking rate of 40 ac/A.U.E.
(16.2 ha/A.U.E.).

From these values then, 40 ac/A.U.E. would corres-

pond to relatively light grazing,26 ac/A.U.E. (contrast #13) to an
intermediate level, and 18 ac/A.U.E. (contrast #3) to very heavy
grazing.

However there may have been other factors such as duration

of grazing which contributed to the differences in grazing impact
among these stands.
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8.

DISCUSSION

Interpretations placed on the various results of this study have
been made as the results were presented. The purpose of the following
discussion, therefore, is simply to draw together the various conclusions
into an overall pilcture, and to assess the significance of the results
from the scientifilc and practical points of view.
I

The

gener~l

pattern of understory changes under grazing that

has emerged from ~his study can be summarized as follows.

Cattle graz-

ing in aspen fore~ts probably forage preferentially on the palatable
forbs and

grasses~

and as a result the herbaceous cover is reduced even

I

under light

However, because there is a limited supply of this

grazi~g.

forage, cattle

al~o

browse on the foliage and twigs of woody plants with-

in their reach. lhis browse forage is a critical component in the diets
of native

ungulat~s

in the same area, and the preferences for species

I

of browse plants shown by cattle and the wild species are very similar,
so that there

app~ars

to be competition for food resources.

This com-

petition may have serious consequences for wildlife, which, by contrast
with cattle, mustisurvive the winter on the available supply of twigs.
I

Moreover

~he

stocking of cattle in some areas is sufficiently

heavy that their qontinued grazing causes marked changes in the structure and compos i til on of the forest understory, whereas the density of
wild ungulates in !this study area is apparently not high enough to have
this kind of effeqt. The changes in the abundance of shrub species
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alter the annual production of browse, so that cattle affect the food
available to wildlife, not only by consuming part of the current year's
production themselves, but also by causing long-term changes in the
total amount of food produced.
The effect of cattle browsing on a population of shrubs is
apparently to reduce the production of the browsed stems and ultimately
to increase the rate of mortality, especially of the larger stems
which sustain most of the browsing. At the same time, cattle grazing
increases natality (i.e. germination or vegetative propagation), probably because the general reduction in plant cover increases the light
intensity at the soil surface. As a result of these changes, the mean
height of the shrub population declines, while the density frequently
increases under light or moderate grazing and then decreases under
heavier impacts, as the balance between natality and mortality shifts.
Changes in the biomass and annual browse production(both estimated by
changes in height-weighted density)of the population result from interaction between the density changes and the changes in the size of the
stems; for some species these measures also increase over part of the
gradient of increasing grazing impact before declining under heavier
grazing, whereas for others they decline over the entire gradient.
Thus there is a wide range of variation among species in response to
grazing, presumably because of differences in the degree to which
natality and mortality are affected by a given overall level of grazing
impact.

In part these interspecific differences are explained by the

preferences·. shown'; by·. cattle which. result. in. some. species. in a given
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stand having received more browsing than others.

Thus there is a tend-

ency for the more palatable species to be more sensitive to grazing
{i.e. to increase less or decrease more) than the less palatable species
in the same stands, and the most palatable species are the ones that
decline under all levels of grazing.

However part of the variation

in sensitivity must be related to other traits of the species besides
palatability; differences in growth-form are probable causes in some
cases, but interspecific physiological differences (e.g. related to
recovery from browsing) or differences in reproductive behaviour may
also contribute to this variation.
The total biomass of all species and(probably total browse
production as well)may increase somewhat under the lightest grazing,
but declines over most of the gradient, in spite of the fact that some
of the individual species of intermediate and low palatability show
increases over varying portions of the gradient. When only winter
browse (i.e. above the snow level) is considered, fewer of the species
show any increase in production under grazing, and the decreases are
much greater, because the decreasing mean height of the stems due to
grazing means that a greater proportion of the browse is buried by
snow. As a result the total winter browse production probably decreases
under all levels of grazing. All of these decreasing tendencies would
be more pronounced for the portion of the total production which is
highly palatable, since the palatable species tend to be the strongest
decreasers. At the heaviest grazing impact levels, the production of
browse, and especially of winter browse, is nearly zero. The stand
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composition resulting from a given level of grazing impact is relative
to the original composition; some stands naturally have much more shrub
biomass than others, and may have relatively high browse production
even after reductions due to grazing.
By comparison with the classical theory of vegetation changes
due to grazing (see Literature Review) ,the results summarized above
are in agreement with the idea that the most palatable species tend
to decrease under grazing. Similarly there are other species, often
less palatable, which show more tendency to increase; but there are no
absolute increasers, since heavy grazing tends to reduce the abundance
of all shrub species. Moreover, the distinction between increasers
and decreasers does not entirely correspond to differences based on
palatability.

Even less does it show any detectable relationship to

the successional status of the species; indeed, in terms of the climax
theory, the aspen forest itself is an early successional state.

In the

traditional spruce-fir climax for this region, all of the shrub species
11

11

dealt with in this study would be much less abundant, so it is difficult to identify any of them as climax species. At the other extreme,
it may be that some of them have more tendency to be pioneersn or
11

"r-strategists 11 than others, and the characteristics that are associated with this tendency, such as high reproductive rate and capacity for
rapid colonization of newly opened habitat, are consistent with the sort
of increases (i.e. by increased natality) found in my study.

But one

of the species which is frequently a pioneer on disturbed sites in this
region is Rubus strigosus, and it was mostly a decreaser under grazing
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{similarly there are indications that the pioneer herb Epilobium
angustifolium is a decreaser).

Thus the climax/successional inter-

pretation of grazing changes appears to have limited relevance to the
patterns found in my study.
Other general patterns developed in the literature on grazing
and browsing also differ from my conclusions. The conflict between my
results on the effects of browsing on twig production and the general
conclusions of clipping trials has already been thoroughly discussed
{sec. 6.2); it may be added that the population changes under grazing
suggested by the fence-line contrast studies also give no reason to
suspect physiological stimulation of production by browsing. My results are more closely aligned with the forest vegetation studies which
show decreases in the abundance of shrubs due to herbivore impact,
and are particularly comparable with the similar study of Weatherill,
and Keith (1969) although there are differences in detail.

However

the studies of this sort showing the most extreme effects (e.g. Den Uyl
1945, Cawley 1960) diverge markedly from my conclusions; they report
the conversion of forests into open, park-like stands with a grass sod
replacing the understory shrubs and forbs.

In my study, even the

heaviest grazing, which nearly eliminated the plant cover in the understory, had no visible effect on the tree stratum. This difference may
be related to heavier stocking rates or longer durations of grazing
in the former studies; in my study area I occasionally observed very
heavily used stands adjacent to farm yards in which trees had fallen
down,opening the canopy.
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It may also be related to the fact that regenerating trees, which would
be within reach of cattle browsing, are nearly absent in stands of the
shade-intolerant aspen, whereas they probably play more part in the
composition of the tolerant hardwood stands in the former studies.
Growth-reductions and mortality of mature trees are probably related
to soil compaction (and possibly damage to roots) under stocking heavier
than that found in my sample stands. Another interesting point is that
there were no invading species replacing the reduced understory species
in my study.

Formation of a grass sod as in the former studies would

be unlikely under a closed forest canopy, and there are apparently no
species in my study area that are both tolerant of shade and resistant
to heavy grazing.

It may be that the level of herbivore impact through

evolutionary time has been less in boreal forests than in some other
formations such as grasslands, and this would explain the apparent
absence of species that are resistant to the sort of heavy impact that
can occur when these forests are used for cattle grazing. The results
of the gradient analysis also support the conclusion that the vegetationtype in this study is relatively low in resistance to grazing, although
certain of the species are resistant to some levels of grazing.
The practical implications of this study for cattle management
are not entirely certain. The most important question is whether light
grazing has a beneficial effect on forage production. Several species
increase their production under light or

moderat~'grazing,

in-cluding

at least one abundant species of intermediate palatability (Rosa
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acicularis).

But the total height-weighted density of shrubs shows only

a slight increase under the lightest grazing and declines over most
of the gradient.

Unfortunately there are no reliable values for total

twig production, but the crude estimates that were made show an increase in the most lightly grazed stand, and decreases in all the others.
It appears that there may be some increase in browse forage under
light grazing, but not in browse from the most palatable species;
therefore the question would hinge on how important the palatability of
the forage is to the nutritional well-being of the cattle. However,
even assuming that the total forage supply is most important,one must
also consider the supply of herbaceous forage.

My data consist only of

total herb cover estimates, but they suggest a decline in herb biomass
under all levels of grazing. The negative effect of browsing on the
production of individual shrub stems, and the tendency for the increases
in shrubs to be mainly related to increased natality, also suggest
that any increases in browse production are associated with declines in
the herbaceous species. The conclusion from this evidence (which is
admittedly incomplete) appears to be that the forage supply does not
hold up very well under grazing, although there is a possibility that
the lightest level of grazing impact is beneficial.
The conclusions regarding cattle-wildlife relationships are more
clearcut. Almost all of the evidence indicates a decline in the production of winter (i.e. above-snow) browse, which is presumably the most
critical factor for wild ungulates, under all levels of grazing. Again
the decline is more dramatic for the most palatable species.
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Moreover

the species-preferences of cattle and wildlife indicate competition
for the browse that is produced.
As a word of caution, I must point out that all of my results
are relative to individual sample stands; the implications for the
forage supply in total grazing units may not always be exactly the same.
The grazing unit may contain vegetation types other than the one which
I studied, (e.g. Carex-meadows, open forests on xeric sites) with
differences in species-composition and response to grazing. Also the
grazing impact is not uniform over large grazing units, and many of
the grazing permits in the Provincial Forest appeared at the time of
the study to have large areas that were hardly used by the cattle; to
my knowledge there is no active management of cattle movements intended
to disperse them over the units.

This suggests that if there must be

grazing in the forests, it would be more beneficial to wildlife to perpetuate the present pattern of large, incompletely used grazing permits.
However one of the facts shown by my data is that, even in stands in
which the grazing impact is barely detectable visually, grazing may have
reduced the abundance of the sensitive species and increased the proportion of the browse which is below the snow-level. Thus the wildlife
habitat value of these apparently undamaged areas in the large grazing
permits may be less than if the cattle were not present. But it is also
possible that, over a large enough area, there is enough browse in ungrazed stands that the reduction of browse in the stands affected by
cattle is of little consequence for the wildlife populations; thus
the effect of cattle grazing on wildlife would depend not only on the
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grazing effects on vegetation, but also on the distribution of grazed
and ungrazed stands. This situation could only exist if the wildlife
populations were limited by factors other than browse-supply; but this
could be the case in the present study area, as the browse-impact in
ungrazed areas was observed to be relatively light. Thus, although
negative effects of cattle grazing on browse supply in i ndi vi dua 1
stands have been clearly demonstrated in this study, the importance of
these effects for present wildlife populations (as well as for the
management of present grazing units) must be elucidated by further
studies on a broader areal basis.
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